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PREFACE 

Concern over widespread violation of the national ambient air quality standard 
for ozone (formerly photochemical oxidants) and over the presence of a number 
of toxic and potentially toxic chemicals in the atmosphere led the Environmen
tal Protection Agency to initiate standards development programs for the con
trol of volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions. The Synthetic Organic Chem
icals Manufacturing Industry (SOCMI) standards development program was ini
tiated in 1976. Its purpose was to gather technical and cost data on the 
control of air pollution in organic chemical manufacture and then to prepare 
(1) New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) for total volatile organic compound 
(VOC) emissions, (2) Control Technique Guidelines (CTG) for voe emissions, and 
(3) National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for 
specific volatile organic chemical emissions. This program is part of the on
going technical activities of the Emissions Standards and Engineering Division, 
Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, EPA. 

IT Enviroscience (ITE) contracted with the EPA to perform the task of gather
ing, assembling, and analyzing data and to evaluate the voe emission control 
options available to SOCMI, assess their practicality, and develop preliminary 
design and cost-effectiveness conclusions for the most appropriate control op
tions. Four years of work were needed to accomplish the program objectives. 
The efforts of many ITE and ESED engineers were required. The program organi-
zation chart is shown in Appendix A. · 

The project was initiated by David R. Patrick, who continued to lead the pro
gram as the EPA project officer for the first two and one-half years of the ITE 
contract. Jack R. Farmer served as project officer from September 1979 to 
January 1980, when the present EPA project officer, Robert E. Rosensteel, was 
given responsibility for the program. Ralph E. White served as full-time proj
ect manager for ITE. 

During the first year of the ITE contract, ITE and ESED engineers worked to
gether as teams for process site visits and data gathering. During this period 
Paul Clifford and Alan Goldfarb of Mitre Corporation contributed constructively 
as third-party advisors. Victor Kalcevic (ITE) and Leslie Evans (ESED) served 
as lead engineers throughout the program. Leslie Evans and David Beck (ESED) 
have made major contributions to data evaluation and report organization. The 
ITE task leaders are shown on the organization chart in Appendix A and are 
listed as report authors for the 54 reports comprising this IO-volume report, 
which is the final product of the complex four-year program. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Synthetic Organic Chemicals Manufacturing Industry (SOCMI) program was ini

tiated to gather the data necessary to develop New Source Performance Standards 

(NSPS) and Control Techniques Guidelines (CTG) for volatile organic compound 

emissions from organic chemical manufacturing. The data would also support 

development of National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) 

for benzene and other organic hazardous pollutants to be listed in the future. 

The total SOCMI program is complex because the industry is large and complex. 

First, there are at least 400 or 500 major, commercially significant, organic 

chemicals being manufactured by 600 to 700 processes. Second, the industry is 

technologically advanced, growing, and highly competitive; thus new chemi

cals and processes are being constantly introduced. Finally, a significant 

portion of the emissions from this industry are from fugitive leaks, storage 

and handling losses, and secondary sources rather than from process vents. 

For these same reasons it was also decided to pursue a new approach to regula

tion. Consequently, the program was designed to result in generic standards 

for manufacture of organic chemicals. In other words, instead of writing stan

dards for each of 600 to 700 different processes, the EPA intends to write a 

relatively limited number of standards for the unit operations (physical proc

esses) and unit processes (chemical processes) 1n use in the SOCMI. Thus stan

dards would regulate the emissions without regard to the chemical. Aside from 

providing the best hope of quickly and efficiently regulating a highly complex 

and constantly changing industry, this approach also provides the added benefit 

of controlling toxic chemicals now and potentially toxic organic chemicals before 

they are specificatly found to be toxic. 

A. BACKGROUND 

The SOCMI program was initiated in March 1976 with the formation of an EPA 

Hydrocarbon Task Force. Their charge was to conceive of and initiate a program 

that would lead to regulation of air emissions from the organic chemicals 

industry. It was generally understood that a process and equipment standard 

approach would be needed, although plans for implementation had not been formu

lated. Obviously, the first goal was to develop a well-structured, logical 

program within reasonable resource and time requirements. 
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Several activities preceded initiation of the program. Energy and Environmen

tal Analysis, Inc., and GCA/Technology Division were asked to outline work 

plans for generating the information required to implement an air-pollution 

control program for manufacture of organic chemicals. Concurrently, Monsanto 

Research Corporation was asked to identify critical organic chemical processes 

and operations with respeit to their pollution potential. Their reports are 

on file at EPAs Emissi~n Standards and Engineering Division. The results of 

these studies and internal CMS planning then led to a request of the Mitre Cor

poration to develop a Request for Proposals (RFP) for a program, to be competi

tively bid (Mitre is not eligible to bid competitively against profit-making 

concerns), for gathering the information necessary to develop regulations for 

organic chemical manufacture. After extensive collaboration, Mitre provided a 

draft RFP. This draft was further refined by EPA and then submitted to EPA 

Contracts for bid and award. 

During the period preceding award of the !TE contract several other projects 

were undertaken. First, Mitre was asked to identify and rank potential organic 

air toxicants. This resulted in the 5-volume report Preliminary Scoring of 

Selected Organic Air Pollutants, EPA 450/3-77-008. In that report 643 organics 

were identified that are produced in quantities of about 1 MM (million) lb/yr 

or more. Pertinent physical, chemical, toxicological, and production data were 

summarized and the chemicals rank-ordered on the basis of emission potential 

toxicity. 

ORD/IERL, Cincinnati, also completed at that time a study by Radian entitled 

Organic Chemical Producers Data Base, which was useful in establishing the flow 

of basic organic chemicals and in initially pinpointing important chemicals, 

manufacturers, and locations. Other ORD and ESED work available or in progress 

at that time was also useful. 

As a supplement to locating the preliminary chemical industry data, Mitre was 

asked to identify and survey all pertinent organic chemical information 

sources, to evaluate those sources, and to provide an annotated bibliography on 

organic emissions from the SOCHI. This resulted in Mitre report MTR-7377. 
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A decision document and a public participation plan were prepared. Final pro

gram approval by the EPA Administrator was received on September 29, 1976 (copy 

in CMS files). Following a Federal Register notice on October 22, 1976, 

announcing the program, additional notification was given to approximately 

100 major chemical companies, state and local agencies, public interest groups, 

and interested federal agencies. 

The program planning phase officially ended with the contract award to IT 

Enviroscience in March 1977. 

B. INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION 

Organic chemicals are manufactured in an industrial chain that begins with 

about ten feedstock materials produced principally in petroleum refineries. 

These feedstocks then proceed through one o~ more processing tiers that result 

in literally thousands of final products. Generally speaking, each tier con

tains more chemicals than the preceding tier, the plants manufacturing the 

products are smaller than the plants supplying the feedstock, and the volatil

ities of the product are lower than those of the feedstocks. For these reasons 

in its early stages the SOCMI program was narrowed to the basic and intermedi

ate organic chemical manufacturing industry, which encompasses about 350 to 400 

of the higher volume, higher volatility products. These chemicals are also 

predominately manufactured in large-scale, continuous processes. 

For various reasons about 65% of the SOCMI volume is produced in Texas and 

Louisiana, although other plants are located in most industrialized areas of 

the country. Each plant site may manufacture from one to several organic 

chemicals, using one or more processes. Most processes result in one basic 

product, although some produce a family of chemicals. Conversely, many chemi

cals are produced by more than one process. Yearly production quantities at 

each plant can range from a few million to several billion pounds. 

Each SOCMI chemical is generally manufactured by a small number of companies 

(this averages less than 10, with a range of 1 to more than 20). The SOCMI 

chemicals are also generally manufactured at a small number of separate plant 
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sites (this, too, averages less than 10, but ranges from 1 to more than 50). 

Many companies operate more than one plant to manufacture the same chemical. 

When these variations are combined with differences in plant age, location, and 

operation, it is not surprising that few chemical plants are alike. This is 

true even within a single company manufacturing the same chemical. at different 

sites. An added complication is that many chemical companies license processes 

from other chemical companies or third parties, often foreign. 

Finally, the SOCMI is a highly competitive industry whose economic lifeblood is 

technology and that is characterized by rapid growth and technological change. 

Thus the introduction of new and more economical processes is common, as is the 

termination of older processes that are no longer economical. Under these con

ditions it is understandable that the industry is highly protective of its tech

nology. 

The above description of the SOCMI clearly shows why regulation of voe emis

sions from this industry in the normal way, i.e., by individual chemical pro

cess, would have been very difficult. That approach would have necessitated 

literally hundreds of individual standards. Furthermore, each standard would 

affect only a limited number of plants and would have to be changed frequently 

as the industry changed. This would be neither cost effective nor practically 

achievable. Obviously, a more generalized approach to regulating voe emissions 

from the soeMI was necessary. 

C. voe EMISSIONS FROM THE SOCMI 

Preliminary analysis showed that, although the SOCMI is complex and diverse, 

voe emissions occur from four main types of sources: vents on storage and 

transportation vessels (storage and handling emissions), leaks and spills of 

voe (fugitive emissions), evaporation of voe from solid, liquid, and aqueous 

wastes (secondary emissions), and process vents. Each source is briefly 

described below. 

Emissions from storage vents occur predominately as working and breathing 

losses from fiKed- and floating-roof tanks, and those from transportation 

vessels result from filling and breathing. Fugitive emissions are principally 

11 
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leaks from defective or inadequate seals in such equipment as pumps, valves, 

and compressors. They also include losses from open-ended valves, sampling purge 

material, and cooling towers. Secondary emissions, so-called because they 

frequently occur away from the process site at a wastewater treatment plant or 

landfill, result from waste disposal and include evaporation of voc·from solid, 

liquid, and aqueous wastes generated within the process. Emissions of voe from 

process vents occur predominately as the result of venting of inert gases or 

from the release of volatiles that cannot be economically captured. Upset 

releases also fall in this category. 

Total SOCMI voe emissions are projected to be about 1.4 billion lb/yr by 1982. 

This estimate is adjusted on the basis of a 5.9% industry growth rate per year. 

Of this amount 9% are attributed to storage losses, 32% to fugitive emissions, 

4% to secondary emissions, and 55% to process vent emissions: These estimates 

are based on Texas and Louisiana emission inventory data supplemented with de

tailed information obtained through a large number of plant visits and industry 

inquiries. Uncontrolled plant emissions range from a few thousand to many millions 

of pounds per year. The total voe emission estimate is less than half of that 

presented in the earlier report, Control Techniques for Volatile Organic Emis

sions from Stationary Sources, EPA-45O/2-78-O22 (May 1978) and likely reflects 

recent pollution control efforts by the industry and inaccuracies in the earlier 

estimates. 

D. TECHNICAL PROGRAM 

Development of a broad approach to regulate voe emissions from the SOCMI was 

initiated in 1976 based on the suggestions of B. J. Steigerwald, EPA. The ini

tial goal was to develop an expeditious method for preparation of NSPS, for the 
; 

organic chemical industry, that would broadly control both oxidant precursors 

and potentially toxic organics. A number of possible approaches were identi

fied and assessed. Some of the important problems that were recognized were 

(1) how to factor toxicity and reactivity into regulations, (2) the lack of 

authority at that time for EPA promulgating equipment standards, and (3) the 

uncertainty of methodology for economic analysis. 

After three short studies were initiated with contractors to assess some of the 

problems. GCA/Technology Division and EEA, Inc., recommended longer range EPA 
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activities aimed at efficient regulation of the SOCMI. Monsanto Research 

Company evaluated the possible use of unit operations and unit processes in 

SOCMI regulation. After these studies were completed and reviewed, an RFP was 

issued in July 1976, and a contract was awarded to Hydroscience, Inc. (a wholly 

owned subsidiary of the Dow Chemical Company) in March 1977. In April 1980 the 

Knoxville, Tennessee, operations of Hydroscience, Inc., underwent a name and 

ownership change. The Hydroscience Tennessee operation became IT Enviroscience 

(ITE), a wholly owned subsidiary of IT Corporation, a California-based environ

mental management company whose major interests are in hazardous waste treatment, 

recycle, and disposal. The contract performance continued uninterruptedly under 

the new entity. 

Although structured to generate data and report on unit processes and unit opera

tions, the SOCMI contract laid out only the broad concept of the regulations. 

ITE was required only to develop relevant technical and cost data, in a form to 

be agreed upon with the EPA; then the EPA would prepare standards. Actual 

standards preparation was not planned as part of this contract because the suc

cessful bidder was required to have detailed chemical industry experience. 

Standards development by such a contractor would likely involve ~onflicts of 

interest. 

After award of the contract EPA and ITE developed a detailed work plan that was 

believed to be capable of providing the necessary documentation for the desired 

generic standards. That work plan identified storage and handling, fugitive 

leaks, and waste disposal as separate emission sources and as sources that could 

more quickly lead to a generic regulatory package than could the unit processes/ 

unit operations. The work plan also called for the preparation of detailed 

technical reports on the manufacture of the 350 or 400 SOCMI chemicals. These 

reports would be prepared by a small number of very detailed early studies being 

conducted first and then the level of details progressively reduced and extra

polated to a larger number of later studies. Each chemical report would thus 

require less effort than the one preceding it. 

The first work plan was predicated on several assumptions: (1) It was believed 

that the SOCMI was easily separable into 350 or 400 chemicals and that there 
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were significant emissions from most of these. (2) It was assumed that data 

existed in public and/or open industry files on a majority of the emission 

sources. (-3) It was assumed that there were sufficient similarities between 

the many chemical manufacturing processes to allow extrapolation across chemi

cal and process lines. (4) It was assumed that some well-controlled examples 

existed for a majority of emission sources as the result of state or local 

regulation. These assumptions had to be changed as discussed in the next 

section. 

At the beginning of this program the problem of developing the proper data base 

for standards and guidelines to cover the manufacture of literally thousands of 

organic chemicals in hundreds of different processes seemed almost insurmount

able. However, after careful analysis of the industry and its sources and an 

extensive review of basic chemical engineering literature, a solution began to 

emerge. First, it was found that the bulk of emissions come from the manufac

ture of a limited number of chemicals. Next, it was found that, although the 

manufacture of organic chemicals is complex and diverse, voe emissions occur in 

only four ways: (1) emissions from storage tanks and transportation vessels, 

(2) fugitive leaks and spills, (3) losses of voe from liquid, aqueous, and 

solid wastes, and (4) emissions from process vents. The solution to the stand

ards problem, then, was to develop a data-base program suitable for standards 

and guidelines specific to the four sources. These were designated generic be

cause they represented a limited number of standards capable of encompa~sing a 

large number of different emission sources independent of the specific chemical 

and process. 

E. SUMMARY 

This 10-volume report is the final product of the !TE contract for assessment 

of SOCMI voe emissions and evaluation of emission control options. This 

program report constitutes Volume I. Following is a brief description of the 

contents of the remaining volumes of this final report: 

1. Volume II: Analysis of Emissions from Carrier Gas Producing Reactions, Air 
Oxidation Process Emissions, Vacuum System Emissions, and Upset Releases 

This volume contains a detailed discussion of the carrier-gas generic standard 
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approach and explains its use for projecting voe emissions. Through four sepa

rate reports the generic approach is used to demonstrate the projection of voe 
emissions from chemical reactions in general, air-oxidation processes specifi

cally, vacuum operations, and potential emissions from upset releases. The voe 
emissions discussed in these four reports cover essentially all voe process 

emissions from SOCMI. Each report also discusses the control options appli

cable for the voe emissions projected. 

2. Volume III: Analysis of Fugitive Emission Sources, Storage and Handling, and 
Secondary Emission Sources 

This volume contains three reports covering the voe emission estimates from 

nonprocess sources. The available control options are discussed, and a cost 

analysis is presented for each appropriate control device. The EPA plans to 

develop generic NSPS for the control of voe emissions covered by Volumes II 

and III. 

3. Volume IV: Control Device Evaluations of Thermal Oxidation, Catalytic Oxidation, 
and Flares 

Volume V: Control Device Evaluations of Carbon Adsorption, Absorption, and 
Condensation 

The combustion control devices covered by Volume IV plus the three control 

device reports of Volume V cover all of the significant add-on voe emission 

control devices used by SOCMI. The reports include descriptions of the control 

devices, their capabilities and limitations in controlling voe emissions, con

trol efficiencies, cost of control, and environmental impact considerations. 

This work is intended to be the most comprehensive and up-to-date assessment of 

voe emission controls developed by the Office of Air Quality Planning and Stan

dards (OAQPS). These volumes should be valuable not only for selecting and 

evaluating control options for emission sources within SOCMI but also for other 

voe emission sources. 

4. Volumes VI-X: Chemical Process Reports 

The last five volumes of the report are a consolidation of 39 ITE product 

reports. Each product report is an in-depth technical analysis presenting 

information on the plants producing a particular chemical product or products, 
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typical production routes, associated voe emissions, feasible emission con

trols, control costs (from a new-plant perspective), and other impacts from 

application of the controls. These studies substantially constitute the data 

base for the generic source analyses of Volumes II and III. 

All of the data presented in the 39 product reports of Volumes VI-X and the 

non-process emission reports of Volume III are given in the metric system. 

This is in keeping with the EPA overall plan to convert to the metric system. 

By the time these reports were completed, it became apparent that the effort 

required for this conversion was much more time consuming and costly than had 

been anticipated. Industry had also expressed strong opposition to the conver

sion. Furthermore, the concepts covered by the control device evaluations and 

generic process emission studies are quite complex and comprehension of these 

concepts would be considerably more difficult if presented in the metric sys

tem. Therefore, all of the data in the remaining reports were retained in con

ventional English units. 

5. Product Report Grouping 

The chemicals c.overed in each product report volume are listed in each table of 

contents. Basically the chemicals are grouped according to the type of feedstock 

used in their production. The chemicals in Volume VI and VII are produced from 

cyclic chemical feedstock (mainly benzene and cyclohexane}. The chemicals in 

Volume IX are produced from C1 and c2 feedstocks, and those in Volume X are 

produced from c3 and C4 feedstocks. Volume VIII was formed from the decision 

to include all the major halogenated chemical products in one volume. 
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II. HISTORY OF THE PROGRAM 

A. PROGRAM EVOLUTION 

As the study progressed through its first two years the original perception of 

the SOCMI study underwent drastic changes as the result of data that were 

gathered from over 75 plant visits, several hundred detailed inquiries of SOCMI 

companies, and detailed surveys of the Texas and Louisiana air pollution files. 

Some of the conclusions that were reached, particularly as they relate to the 

assumptions existing at the time that the program was initiated, are as 

follows: 

First, perhaps as many as two-thirds of the 350 or 400 chemical processes 

appear to result in negligible nationwide emissions, with the exception of 

storage and fugitive emissions, with the bulk of industry emissions appearing 

to be concentrated in the highest volume processes. Figure II-1 shows the 

cumulative percent of SOCMI estimated emissions for the top 140 ranked prod

ucts. (The top 140 ranked products are shown in Appendix B.) The 140 ranked 

products result in almost 90% of the total estimated SOCMI emissions. It can 

be concluded from this that detailed work on 140 chemicals would be much more 

cost effective than work on 350 or 400 chemicals. 

Second, it became apparent that information on emissions was scarce, particular

ly for smaller sources. Even the manufacturers themselves do not have data in 

many emission areas. Furthermore, the emission inventory information in state 

files was often estimated, as well as frequently confidential and therefore not 

easily accessible. Also, technical literature was general and was rarely 

directed toward air emissions. These facts further argued against preparation 

of 350 or 400 documents and argued for the broader generic approach. 

Next, although unit operations and unit processes appeared to be sufficiently 

similar across chemical processes to allow generic process emission standards 

to be developed at completion of the program, each complete chemical process 

was so different that extrapolation across processes for efficiency in report 

preparation appeared to be virtually impossible. This raised further questions 

concerning the feasibility of preparing 350 to 400 specific chemical reports. 
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Finally, although there are many well-controlled plants, many are still signi

ficant emitters. State regulations have been responsible for some control, but 

only a few states have vigorously pursued regulation of the S0CMI. A factor 

very important to emission reduction has been the controls applied for other 

than air pollution reasons, for example, odor, flammability, and high chemical 

costs. 

As a result of these findings the program plan was revised to focus on fewer 

individual chemicals and processes. The revised approach required focus by ITE 

on the top 140 chemicals and preparation of detailed technical reports for only 

the more significant ones. Storage, fugitive, and secondary emissions remained 

as major subject categories, and unit process/unit operation data continued to 

be gathered for generic process emission standards. Analysis continued to indi

cate that the ability to develop the necessary industry-wide regulations would 

not be adversely affected. In other words, the data necessary to support the 

desired· generic standards still appeared to be available, even though fewer 

individual processes were to be studied. 

The only major program casualty was the loss of a large number of individual 

chemical process CTGs. It had been originally planned that up to 350 or 

400 chemical process CTGs would be written as described above. This number had 

to be dramatically reduced. However, this loss does not appear to be serious, 

for the following reasons. CTGs are most effective when they apply to a large 

number of separate sources in several states, when the sources are in nonattain

ment areas, and when little control is currently present. Since the majority 

of the emission sources are located in Texas and Louisiana, a large number of 

CTGs could prove burdensome to those state agencies. Furthermore, many sources 
i 

are in attainment areas, which would reduce the effectiveness of the CTGs. 

Finally, many sources are already controlled, and so the CTG benefit would be 

further reduced. All these facts indicate that the incremental benefits of a 

large number of CTGs would be marginal at test. 

The more reasonable approach appeared to be to prepare individual chemical proc

ess CTGs on only the larger, more widely dispersed, and less well-controlled 

processes and to supplement them with the planned CTGs for storage, fugitive, 

waste disposal, and unit processes/unit operations, along with technical 
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reports on other chemicals for information. Not only would this approach be 

most likely to best interface with the NSPS program, but it would also probably 

help state and local agencies to best utilize their resources in meeting their 

needs to attain the oxidant standard as expeditiously as possible and to con

trol problem chemical processes. 

B. SURVEY AND RANKING 

At the program inception it was apparent that an important factor in the suc

cess of the overall program was going to be the ranking of processes in order 

of importance. It was considered necessary for the generic concept that unit 

operations and unit processes be evaluated in proportion to their importance. 

If the generic concept turned out not to work, it would be important to have 

studied the most important emission sources for regulation. It was also con

sidered important that the processes with the more toxic emissions take some 

measure of precedence over those with less toxic emissions. Therefore an exten

sive survey and ranking operation was established. The goal of this operation 

was to compile all pertinent data related to VOC emissions, growth, process 

design, and toxicity. Preliminary survey and ranking studies had previously 

been performed by Radian and Mitre, but those studies had incorporated simplify

ing assumptions that were not adequate for the depth and degree of effort 

expended by this program. By using the Radian and Mitre studies as starting 

points and incorporating Monsanto Research Corporation studies, Houdry studies, 

and data from the Texas and Louisiana Air Control Agencies (covering 65% of 

SOCMI), the resulting survey and ranking tables of Appendix B were believed to 

be the most up-to-date, complete, and accurate voe emission projections from 

SOCMI available. However, several changes have occurred during the programs 

that necessitated major adjustments. 

Prior to this program previous studies had indicated that, in general, storage 

and handling emissions constituted approximately 8% of SOCMI voe emissions, 

fugitive emissions ~20%, and secondary emi~sions up to 5%. As the result of 

more recent studies the estimate for storage and handling emissions is now 9%, 

fugitive emissions 32%, and secondary emissifnS up to 4%. These estimates are 

discussed in detail in their respective r~ports in Volume III. The initial 

estimates were with reference to a total 1982 SOCMI voe emission projection of 

approximately 1779 MM lb. The current estimate is based on a revised total 

20 
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1982 voe emission projection of 1434 MM lb. As a result of the detailed 

studies covered by the 39 product reports presented in Volumes VI-X, there is 

every indication that the voe emissions from the SOCMI have been dramatically 

reduced. 

Table II-1 is a comparison of the initial emission estimates and current esti

mates for nearly all the individual processes studied and reported in 

Volumes VI-X. Since the initial estimates were made, the fugitive-emission 

factors have essentially doubled, the storage-emission factors have decreased, 

and the secondary emission estimate has remained unchanged. The updated fac

tors have been applied to all components of the current estimate. As with any 

such table, inconsistencies persist. With both estimates care was taken to 

include all emissions but avoid double counting. During preparation of the 

initial program estimates it was often necessary to prorate combined emission 

data from several different processes. In some cases this proration was very 

inaccurate and may distort the comparison of emissions for specific products, 

but does not diminish the accuracy for larger groups of products. 

The results clearly indicate that the voe emissions from the processes studied 

are only half the emissions estimated at program initiation. Since both emis

sion estimates were created from data reported by industry, it appears that the 

SOCMI has accomplished a dramatic reduction of voe emissions. Indications are 

that, if studies are continued for all products listed in Appendix B, a ·similar 

reduction of voe process emissions would be observed. 

e. DATA GATHERING 

At the program inception it was reasoned that the air quality control agencies 

for many states would be visited, requiring a large number of trips to be made 

to several states. It was soon determined that approximately 65% of SOCMI was 

concentrated in Louisiana and Texas, especially the first- and second-tier 

chemicals of major interest for this program. Therefore early efforts were 

concentrated on obtaining industry emission data from the Louisiana and Texas 

Air Control Agencies. Both agencies extended excellent cooperation, and after 

careful attention to prevent the release of confidential information approx

imately 7000 pages of emissions data were copied that contributed greatly to 

the survey and ranking information included in this report. 
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Table II-1. voe Emission Estimates for 1982 

Production Growth voe Emissions (MM lb) 

Product (MM lb) (\) Current Estimate Initial Estimate 

Acrylonitrile 2,440 8 145. so 254.00 

DMT/TPA 8,243 8 99.38 141.41 

Ethylene dichloride 14,005 5 90.92 116.48 

Ethylene 33,138 4.5 73.31 81.97 

Propylene oxide 2,420 5 29.54a 49.98 

Formaldehyde 7,539 4.5 27.42 40. 91 

Cyclohexanol/cyclohexanone 2,448 1.5 26.52 43.35 

Acetic acid 3,315 5 23.4a 26.80 

Acrylic acid 788 8 22.48 25.38 

Ethylene oxide 6,105 5 21.39 137.87 

Maleic anhydride 451 8 16.46 36.18 

Butadiene 3,956 3 15.83a 12.50 

Ethylbenzene/styrene 6,831 6 15.75 57.84 

Ethylene glycols 5,447 4 15.59 15.24 

Fluorocarbons 1,009 5.5 11. 44a 5.00 

Phenol/acetone 3,287 4.5 9.68 32.23 

Methanol 9,423 7 8.31 38.49 

Cyclohexane 2,779 5 4.40 1.80 

Chloromethane/MeOH 1,929 8 4.17 2.85 

Perchloroethylene 834 0 3.9a 4.40 

Acetic anhydride 1,555 l 3.18a 18.45 

Alkylbenzene 607 2 3.17 0.08 

Caprolactam 1,071 5.5 2.86a 4.88 

Toluene diisocyanate 684 3.5 2.81a 6.52 

Chlorobenzene 405 0 2.70 2.25 

Chloromethane/methane 440 0 2.37 11.19 

Nitrobenzene 752 7 1.67 3.70 

Vinyl acetate 2,055 6 1.37a 19.73 

Carbon tetrachloride 519 (-10 .0) 1.21 9.54 

Cumene ~,282 4.4 0.98 3.99 

Epichlorohydrin 378 5.5 0.68a 1.88 
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Table II-1. (Continued) 

voe Emissions (MM lb)
Production Growth 

Product (MM lbs) (\) Current Estimate Initial Estimate 

Glycerin 125 0 0.59a 21.48 

1,1,1-Trichloroethane 710 6 0.48 14.89 

Chloroprene 396 3 0.41a 13.69 

Acrolein 50 2 0.24a 6.13 

Adipic acid 2,020 4.5 0.18 0.41 

Aniline 833 8 0.16a 2.66 

Glycol ethers 833 5 0.14a 0.47 

Methyl ethyl ketone 653 5 0.11 a 0.43 

Ethyl acetate 183 3 0.04a 1.21 

Acetaldehyde 988 3.5 O.Ola 7.27 

136,013 726 1373.78 
bWaste sulfuric acid recovery 7.26 

733 

aEstimates were doubled because the study estimate for these products did not include 
storage, fugitive, or secondary emissions. 

bWas not a part of the initial emissions estimate. 
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Technical data collection from industry was initiated through the Chemical 

Manufacturers Association (CMA) and the Texas Chemical Council. Three meetings 

were held during the first year, including a detailed presentation of the data 

ITE had assembled on the first ten processes. CMA technical work groups were 

set up to assist with data collection and to review the ITE draft reports. 

Draft report reviews by industry and the CMA task groups have been very helpful 

in improving the quality and accuracy of reports throughout the program.· 

To obtain the industry data required, it was necessary to have direct contact 

with the production managers for the products involved. This necessitated more 

than 60 process discussions involving more than 30 separate companies. On some 

occasions brief plant tours were included, and on other occasions central meet

ings were held with a group of production managers during which several proc

esses were covered. In all cases the ITE engineers studied previous EPA 

reports concerning the process and available technical literature. The ITE 

engineers always prepared moderately detailed process flow sheets before making 

the site visit so that discussions of process emissions and factors related to 

voe emissions would be as efficient and rewarding as possible. The process 

information prepared before site visits also established the data as being in 

the public domain and therefore nonconfidential. 

D. CONFIDENTIALITY 

After the program was initiated, an additional problem surfaced that neces

sitated some program redirection. Although it had been anticipated that some 

resistance would be encountered when data were being gathered that might be 

considered as proprietary, the determined resistance from some industries was 

found to be greater than the EPA had expected. It became apparent that the 

SOCMI, perhaps more than any other industry studied by the ESED, considers 

their process technology, know-how, and other information to be absolutely 

vital to their competitive positions. Therefore both ESED and ITE had to spend 

an inordinate amount of time (weeks) on problems dealing with trade secrets, 

confidentiality agreements (in excess of 50 agreements between ITE and over 

30 separate companies), and in general working out mechanisms by which industry 

would release information needed for the program and still retain their propri

etary protection. 
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The standard procedure employed by ITE to protect industry's confidential data 

was to allow the company to thoroughly review all notes. In many instances all 

plant visit notes were left with the companies. Any data considered confiden

tial was so indicated or removed. Trip reports were always submitted to the 

company before release to ensure that they contained no confidential data. No 

company data were ever reproduced in a product report that did not already 

appear in the released nonconfidential trip report. At the conclusion of this 

program confidential data will not be retained by ITE but will be forwarded to 

ESED, returned to the company, or destroyed. 

Although some of the confidential data obtained during the program were useful 

for verifying design concepts and emission factors, the quality of the reports 

has not suffered by their exclusion. The most common problem was the desire of 

industry to keep specific plant capacities and production rates confidential; 

however, industry always agreed to reveal the emission factors (lb of voe emis

sion/lb of product), which were the most important data required for this pro

gram. To project total emissions from a chemical process, !TE used the 

model-plant approach as explained in the product reports (Volumes VI-X), 

combined with production and capacity data from published literature. 

When industry was given the opportunity to review draft product reports, they 

realized that none of their confidential information was revealed and the fear 

of releasing proprietary information to the public was abated. Once th~ problem 

of confidentiality was cleared, industry was quick to realize that it was in 

their best interest to aid in the development of reports that were as practical 

and accurate as possible, with an absence of large data gaps that would have 

required further effort. The cooperation by industry in general has been 

excellent. 
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III. GENERIC REGULATIONS OF SOCMI EMISSIONS 

As was discussed earlier, are only four major sources of emissions: storage 

vents, fugitive leaks, waste disposal, and process vents. Although the methods 

of control differ for these four sources, in each case the emissions result from 

the volatility of the organic chemicals involved, the conditions (e.g., tempera

ture, pressure, and inert-gas flow) that affect volatility, and the potential 

for emission (e.g., vent release, high inert-gas flow, etc.). Thus it was 

assumed from the beginning of the program that all these sources could be re

gulated and that regulations could be independent of specific chemical or process; 

that is, that they could be generic in nature. A second assumption was that 

generic regulation of SOCMI could result in the same degree and extent of control 

that would be obtained by the more normal process specific regulations but with 

far fewer total regulations. Finally, analysis indicated that storage, fugi

tive, and secondary controls should be relatively straightforward but that 

process vent control would be much more complicated. 

A. STORAGE VENTS 

Storage emissions are easily characterized and identified. In fact, equations 

were generally available at program inception both for predicting emissions and 

pinpointing factors affecting them. The major difficulty in the SOCMI program 

was characterization of storage in the chemical industry, since this effort 

spans hundred of chemicals, thousands of tanks and vessels, and a wide range of 

volatility. Computer assistance was applied to adequately deal with these vari

ables. The regulatory approach, nevertheless, was straightforward. Control 

equipment (pressure tanks, floating-roof tanks, and add-on control devices)will 

be required, depending on the volatility of the stored material, the size of 

the tank or vessei, and analysis of the impacts of the control. 

B. FUGITIVE LEAKS 

Fugitive emissions were also expected to be easily characterized and identi-

fied. Potential leak sources were well known, with predominant emissions coming 

from defective valve, pump, and compressor seals. The regulatory approach was 

again seen as straightforward, centering on better housekeeping through a directed 

leak detection and maintenance program. Certain equipment requirements were 

also envisioned, all of which were to be based on the potential for leakage, 
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which includes consideration of the physical state of the leaking material and 

the frequency of seal failure. The major difficulties would be in defining the 

leak potential in the SOCMI and in establishing the best approach for leak detec

tion. Because of the occupational exposure that results from most fugitive leaks, 

coordination with the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) was 

also expected to be necessary. 

C. WASTE DISPOSAL 

Secondary emissions were expected to be significant but difficult to define 

since little relevant literature appeared to be available. The SOCMI program 

was thus designed specifically to gather information relating to solid, liquid, 

and aqueous waste streams and the voe content of those streams. Control of 

emissions at the waste disposal or treatment sites was beyond the scope of this 

program; however, focus on control of voe entry into the waste streams was 

believed to hold great promise as a general and environmentally sound method of 

emission reduction. Thus standards were planned to improve plant operation and 

maintenance. The major difficulty expected to be encountered was lack of data, 

and thus quantification, on the part of industry. Coordination with pending 

regulations under the Resource Recovery and Conversation Act (RRCA) was ex

pected to be necessary. 

D. PROCESS VENTS 

Process vents in the SOCMI create several unique problems that make regulation 

of air emissions difficult. Normally a regulation is developed to cover a 

source that is common to a sizable industry segment. ·rn this case, however, 

there are literally thousands of different process vents associated with the 

many processes involved in the manufacture of SOCMI chemicals. Waste gases 

also span a wide range of chemical and physical properties. For these and 

other reasons, process vents required a more general approach to regulation 

than had been used in the past. 

Chemical engineering principles suggested a way to handle this problem. First, 

all chemical manufacturing is made up of unit processes and unit operations. 

Chemical reactions, such as oxidation and chlorination, take place in unit 

processes. Physical changes, such as separation and drying, take place in unit 

operations. Although a large number of different unit processes and unit opera-
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tions are known, only a small number are both widely used in the soeMI and capa

ble of emitting significant quantities of voe. 

Next, although there is a wide range of emissions from process vents, only a 

few different reasons exist for their release. These reasons include pressure 

relief, removal of inert gases or other undesired volatiles, and evacuation of 

equipment for vacuum processing. Analysis further indicated that the major 

causes of soeMI emissions are release of inert gases or reaction gases and vent

ing of voes when their capture is not economical. 

The approach to regulation of process vents, then, was to focus on only the 

significant unit processes and unit operations and to develop regulations 

around common gas-stream properties. 

Several problems were anticipated: (1) Many separate chemical processes would 

have to be examined in order for sufficient data to be obtained to support 

standards. (2) It would have to be determined whether the unit processes and 

unit operations were similar enough across different manufacturing processes to 

permit common regulations, which, in fact, might not be determined until late 

in the data-gathering effort. (3) A method of performing the impact analyses 

for process vent standards, as with the other generic standards, would have to 

be developed. Nevertheless, it was believed that these hurdles could be over

come. Add-on controls would likely form the basis for process vent control, 

although improved operation and maintenance should also find use. Size and 

volatility cutoffs would probably be necessary, depending on the results of the 

impact analyses. 
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IV. PROGRAM REPORTS 

This final report contains all the specific study reports developed throughout 

the program. It is intended to serve as the formal compilation of technical 

and cost data to support the standards to be developed covering process-vent 

emissions, storage emissions, fugitive emissions, secondary sources, and any 

other standards developed as a result of this program. 

A. GENERIC PROCESS-VENT STANDARDS 

The generic process-vent-emission reports comprise Volume II. The approach to 

development of generic process-vent standards is conceptually straightforward. 

First, a theoretical prediction of maximum voe concentration in the emission 

was developed and the major influencing variables were identified. These 

variables were checked against the data gathered for the 39 product reports 

contained in Volumes VI-X. A similar procedure was developed to project flow 

rate ranges, primarily based on an inert-gas flow relationship. These concepts 

are explained in detail in Volume II. 

A range or regime of potential waste-gas concentrations and flows was estab

lished. With reference to the control device evaluations of Volumes IV-V, the 

control device options applicable to each flow regime are discussed. The next 

step planned in the subsequent program to develop standards for these process

vent emissions will be to determine cost effectiveness based on the costs pre

sented in the control device evaluation reports and to determine the cost 

impacts on industry. These economic analysis steps are not part of the SOCMI 

program covered by this report. However, specific cost-effectiveness determin

ations are presented for the products reported on in Volumes VI-X. 

Preliminary estimates indicated the relative emission contributions of the 

various unit processes and unit operations shown in Tables IV-1 and IV-2. 

Through analyses of this type of data, inc~uding the distribution of reaction 

modules, process modules, and control modules (Survey and Ranking, Appendix B), 

it was determined that the process-vent emissions could be essentially covered 

by the process-emission reports presented in Volume II. The principal emission 

mechanism and the most important variable is inert-carrier-gas flow. Attempts 

to characterize this variable have been reasonably successful, with stoichiome-
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Table IV-1. Emissions Associated with Unit Processes 

Estimated 
No. of Products No. of Ranked Contribution to Cwnulative 
Produced Using Products Containing Total Unit Process Contribution 

Unit Process Unit Process Unit Process Emissions (\) (\) 

Oxidation 63 43 48.3 48.3 

Halogenation 67 43 14.5 62.3 

Hydrogenation 26 13 10. 8 73.1 

Esterification 24 8 6.9 80.0 

Alkylation 15 5 4.0 84.0 

Sulfonation 11 6 3.4 87.4 

Dehydrogenation 15 4 2.7 90.1 

Hydrolysis 27 8 2.4 92.5 

Reforming 1 1 2.2 94.7 

Carbonylation 10 8 1.2 95.9 

Oxyacetylation 1 2 1.0 96.9 

Nitration 12 1 0.8 97.7 

Dehydration 18 4 0.7 98.4 

Ammonolysis 11 6 0.6 99.0 

Condensation 51 4 0.5 99.5 

Dealkylation 4 1 0 99.5* 

*I,ess than 100 because of rounding errors. 
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Table IV-2. Emissions Associated with Unit Operations 

Estimated 
No. of Times Contribution to 

Unit Operation Total Unit Process 
Unit Operation Used in the SOCMI Emissions (%) 

Absorption 475 58.1 

Scrubbing/washing 543 27. 9 

Distillation 3651 10.4 

Drying 251 3.3 

Filtration 120 0.1 

Extraction 110 0 

Settling 24 0 

Crystallization 144 0 

Separation 384 

Quenching 146 

Evaporation 127 

Ion exchange 120 

Dilution 71 

Mixing/blending 56 

*Less than 100 because of rounding errors. 

Cumulative 
Contribution 

(\) 

58.1 

86.0 

96.4 

99.7 

99.8 

99.8 

99.8 

99.8* 
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try, vapor pressure, and explosive limits being the major factors influencing 

waste-gas voe concentrations. The methodology of projecting waste-gas flow and 

voe concentrations is described in detail in Volume II. 

The conclusion from the above estimates was that a limited number of process

vent standards may very well successfully result in a high degree of coverage 

of the SOCMI process vents. To be significant and not economically prohibi

tive, voe emissions must have either low concentration/high volume or high 

concentration/low volume. Furthermore, highly efficient, widely applicable 

control mechanisms for these two types of exit gas streams are limited in num

ber. Therefore present analysis indicates that only very few generic standards 

will be necessary to deal adequately with soeMI process vents. The principal 

difficulty will be in developing appropriate techniques for economic analysis. 

B. NONPROeESS EMISSIONS 

Volume III presents the nonprocess-emission studies for storage, fugitive, and 

secondary sources. Based on test results reported by the EPA the estimate 

of emissions from storage-tank vents has been reduced. This is because the 

AP-42 emission equations used to estimate storage losses have been found to 

overstate the breathing losses by a factor of 4. 

Fugitive emissions consist primarily of leaks from equipment handling the flow 

of voe, i.e., pumps, flanges, and valves. The fugitive emissions estimates 

reported by this study are based on equipment count estimates for the processes 

studied and fugitive emission factors provided by other EPA contract studies. 

These fugitive emission factors are much greater than the emissions factors 

used at the start of the program and the estimates for fugitive emissions 

have been increased accordingly. 

Even though a serious attempt was made during site visits to obtain data for 

estimating emissions resulting from voe wa~te disposal, very little useful 

information was obtained. Industry apparently had done very little to assess 

this situation. Based on the information obtained and with heavy reliance on 

theoretical calculations, the secondary voe emissions are estimated to be 

approximately 90 MM lb/yr. The EPA plans to conduct a sampling program to 

improve this estimate and to establish a better basis for regulation. 
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C. CONTROL DEVICE EVALUATIONS 

Volumes IV and V discuss in detail the voe emission control devices used through

out the SOCMI. For comparison purposes Table IV-3 lists the resulting rela-

tive cost-effectiveness estimates for the ranges of voe concentrations and flow 

rates for each applicable control device. Table IV-3 does not include the very

high-temperature thermal oxidation required for voe containing halogens or 

sulfur, nor does it include flares since they are primarily dedicated to inter

mittent flows at very high flow rates. 

D. PRODUCT/PROCESS REPORTS 

Table IV-4 lists all the individual products and processes studied during the 

program. These studies are covered by the 39 reports that constitute 

Volumes VI-X of this final report. The primary consideration for selecting 

the product to be studied was the amount of voe emissions estimated for 1982. 

Toxicity was also an important selection factor, as is discussed in Appendix B. 

For study and site visit efficiency, products and processes were studied in 

groups. Therefore some products were covered that appear far down the survey 

and ranking list of Appendix B. Even though the studies were initiated on a 

priority basis, the final completion dates are out of sequence. The product 

studies shown in Table IV-4 are listed in the essentially random order of 

completion. 

As shown by Table IV-4, the 39 product reports have addressed 64 products manu

factured by 97 processes. These reports account for approximately 80% of the 

SOCMI voe emissions initially projected for 1982. Since approximately 30% of 

the SOCMI voe initial emission estimate is covered by the reports for fugi

tive, storage and handling, and secondary emissions, this total program has 
i 

addressed approximately 85% of the total SOCMI voe emissions. Not counted are 

the voe emissions addressed by the generic process-emission reports. 
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Table IV-3. Cost-Effectiveness Summary of Control Devicesa Cu 
J_·-

voe Flow 
Cost Effectiveness (per lb of voe Removed) 

Concentration 
(ppm..,) 

Rate 
(scfm) 

Thert:1al b 
Oxidation 

Catalyticb 
Oxidation 

Carbon 
AdsorptionC 

Gas 
CAbsorption CCondensation 

1,000 100 

1,000 $2.30 $1.80 $0.63 $1.28 

5,000 0.90 0.73 0.27 0.83 

50,000 0.60 0. 41 0.12 0.55 

100,000 0.56 0.39 0.11 

5,000 100 0.62 

1,000 0.43 0. 32 0.15 0. 33 0.14 

5,000 0.17 0.12 0.08 0.14 
H 
<
I 

<l' 
50,000 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.11 

100,000 0.10 0.05 0.05 

10,000 100 o. 32 

1,000 0.19 0.17 0.17 o.oa 
5,000 0.06 0.05 0.07 

50,000 0.03 0.02 0.05 

100,000 0.03 0.02 

25,000 110 0.14 

1,000 o.oa 0.07 0.03 

5,000 0.03 0.04 

50,000 0.02 0.02 

100,000 0.02 0.02 

a
Values in some cases interpolated from cost effectiveness given in individual control device reports. 

b Based on recuperative heat recovery. 
., - -· -- .--.- ..... ~.:._ ~,...- ,,fV"" 
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Table IV-4. SOCMI voe Emissions Addressed 

1982 Emissions 
(\) aProduct Process _____________...:.... 

Maleic anhydride 

Cyclohexane 

Ethylbenzene 

Styrene 

Methylene chloride 

Chloroform 

Methyl chloride 

Nitrobenzene 

Ethylene 

Propylene 

Acrylic acid 

Methyl acrylate 

Ethyl acrylate 

Butyl acrylate 

2-Ethylhexyl acrylate 

Chlorobenzene 

o-Dichlorobenzene 

E_-Dichlorobenzene 

Acrylonitrile 

Hydrogen cyanide 

Cyclohexanol/ 
cyclohexanone 

Linear alkylbenzene 

Adipic acid 

Benzene oxidation 

Butane oxidation 

Benzene 

Petroleum extraction 

Benzene alkylation 

Benzene alkylation 

Methanol 

Methanol 

Methanol 

Benzene nitration 

E/P cracking 

N/G cracking 

E/P cracking 

N/G cracking 

Propylene oxidation 

HP modified Reppe 

Direct esterification 

LP IIOdified Reppe 

Direct esterification 

Trans-esterification 

Benzene chlorination 

Benzene chlorination 

Benzene chlorination 

Propylene amm::,xidation 

Propylene ammoxidation 

Cyclohexanone oxidation 

Phenol hydrogenation 

Paraffin chlorination 

Paraffin dehydrogenation 

Nitric acid oxidation 

2.2 

0.1 

2.9 

0.4 

0.1 

o.o 
0.1 

0.2 

4.6 

1.9 

1.4 

0.2 

o:o 

0.1 

14.3 

2.5 

2.4 

0.0 

o.o 
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Product 

Formaldehyde 

Ethylene dichloride 

Ethylene oxide 

Butadiene 

Vinyl acetate 

Methyl chloride 

Methylene chloride 

Chloroform 

Carbon tetrachloride 

Acetaldehyde 

Acetic anhydride 

Glycol ethers 

Fluorocarbons 

Methyl rnethacrylate 

Acetic acid 

Acetic acid 

Acetic acid 

Formic acid 

Methyl ethyl ketone 

Ethyl acetate 

Carbon tetrachloride 

Perchloroethylene 

Epichlorohydrin 

Allyl chloride 

Acrolein 

Table IV-4. (Continued) 

Process 

Dehydrogenation/oxidation -
silver catalyst 

Oxidation - metal oxide catalyst 

Direct chlorination 

Oxychlorination 

Air-oxidation 

Oxygen-oxidation 

n-Butane dehydrogenation 

n-Butene oxidative dehydrogenation 

Ethylene by-product 

Ethylene vapor phase 

Methane chlorination 

Methane chlorination 

Methane chlorination 

Methane chlorination 

Ethylene air-oxidation 

Ethylene oxygen-oxidation 

Acetic acid pyrolysis 

Ethylene oxide 

Fluorination 

Acetone cyanohydrin 

Methanol carbonylation 

Butane oxidation 

Acetaldehyde oxidation 

Butane oxidation 

Butanol dehydrogenation 

Esterificatio.1 

Hydrocarbon chlorinolysis 

Hydrocarbon chlorinolysis 

Allyl chloride 

Propylene chlorination 

Propylene oxidation 

1982 Emissions 
(\) a 

2.3 

6.5 

7.7 

0.7 

1.1 

o.o 
0.3 

0.3 

0.0 

0.4 

1.0 

o.o 
0.2 

2.9 

0.3 

0.6 

0.6 

o.o 
0.0 

0~1 

0.3 

0.1 

0.7 

0.3 
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Table IV-4. (Continued) IV-9 

Product 

Allyl alcohol 

Glycerin 

Glycerin 

Methanol 

Caprolactam 

Caprolactara 

Caprolactam 

Toluene diisocyanate 

Ethanolamines 

Dimethyl terephthalate 

Dimethyl terephthalate 

Terephthalic acid 

1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

Perchloroethylene 

Trichloroethylene 

Vinylidene chloride 

Cumene 

Ethylene glycol 

Sulfuric acid 

Propylene oxide 

Propylene oxide 

Chloroprene 

Aniline 

Phenol 

Acetone 

Process 

Allyl chloride hydrolysis 

Propylene oxide 

Epichlorohydrin 

Acrolein 

Allyl alcohol 

Methane 

Conventional 

BASF 

DSM/HOP (Stamicarb:>n) 

Diaminotoluene 

Ethylene oxide 

Via TPA 

Hercofina 

Oxidation and purification 

Vinyl chloride 

Ethane chlorination 

EDC chlorination 

EDC oxychlorination 

EDC chlorination 

EDC oxychlorination 

Trichloroethane 

Phosphoric catalyst 

Alumium chloride catalyst 

Ethylene oxide 

Direct evaporation 

Indirect evaporation 

Regeneration 

Chlorohydrination 

Isobutane hydroperoxidation 

Ethylbenzene hydroperoxidation 

Butadiene 

Nitrobenzene hydrogenation 

Cumene 

C\.llllene 

1982 Emissions 
(\) a 

0.0 

o.s 
0.0 

2.2 

0.2 

0.1 

o.o 
0.4 

0.1 

1.0 

5.6 

1.8 

0.8 

0.2 

0.1 

0.2 

0.9 

0.2b 

2.6 

0.1 

0.1 

0.8 

0.1 

1.1 

o.s 
79.4 

aPercent of initial 1982 SOCMI emission projections addressed. 

bEmissions from waste sulfuric acid recovery not initially considered. 
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V. TOTAL-VOC-EMISSION SUMMARY 

A. ESTIMATED EMISSIONS 

The generic reports of Volume III present independent estimates of the total 

soeMI voe emissions. These estimates are based primarily on study data of 

1978 and have not been projected to 1982. 

voe Emissions 
(MM Th) 

Storage and handling 80 

Secondary 90 

Fugitive 460-700 

The estimate of total SOCMI emissions presented in the Storage and Handling 

report in Volume III is 35% lower than the estimate for 1982 projected from the 

product study reports. This is because the average vapor pressures estimated 

in the Storage and Handling report are lower than those observed during the 

product studies and the fact that the Storage and Handling report is based on 

1978 data. 

For the estimate of total soeMI emissions presented in the Secondary Emissions 

report in Volume III it is assumed that the voe in wastewater has the average 

vapor pressure of the products. The actual average vapor pressure may be 

somewhat lower and therefore result in fewer secondary emissions. The secondary 

emissions projected from product studies are based on a very limited amount 

of actual data. Both estimates are only order-of-magnitude estimates and the 

difference between the two estimates presented for secondary emissions is 

considered to be within the accuracy expected. 

The above emissions estimate for fugitive emissions is based on data collected 

in 1978. The fact that new plants come on stream every year indicates that 

fugitive emissions would be expected to increase. However, this is largely 

offset by the fact that many older obsolete plants are shut down and replaced 

with modern high volume facilities with reduced fugitive emissions because 

fewer valves and pumps are used for handling a greater volume of voe liquids. 
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The above range of 460 to 700 MM lb of voe fugitive emissions per year repre

sents the difference between an estimate that the SOCMI has the same degree 

of fugitive emissions control as observed by a petroleum industry study 

(defined by this program as uncontrolled emissions) and an estimate that the 

soeMI averages 50% of the .maintenance and monitoring prescribed to control 

fugitive emissions. Based on the observations made during the performance of 

this program and the soeMI incentives concerning economics, odor, toxicity,. 

and regulatory pressures, it is estimated that the soeMI fugitive voe emissions 

in 1982 will be approximately 460 MM lb. 

Based on the SOeMI product studies in Volume VI-X, the emission estimates in 

Tables II-1 and e-1, and the futitive emissions estimate explained above, 

the total voe emissions projected for 1982 are estimated to be 1434 MM lb. 

The initial projection for 1982 was 1779 MM lb. The methods for determining 

these projections are explained in Appendix e. The breakdown of this 1982 

emission projection by source is as follows: 

voe Emissions Amount 
{MM lb} (%) 

Process 792 55 

Fugitive 460 32 

Storage and handling 124 9 

Secondary 58 4 

1434 100 

As shown in Table IV-1 and discussed in the Air Oxidation Emission Projection 

report in Volume II, oxidation process reactions contribute close to 50% of all 

process-source emissions. From the standpoint of unit operations the greatest 

volume of voe emissions is contributed by vacuum systems. As is discussed in 

the Vacuum System Emission Projections report of Volume II, the number of 

vacuum systems incorporated by the SOCMI is difficult to estimate, but these 

systems are believed to contribute at least 158 MM lb of voe per year. 

While the studies described in Volumes VI-X were being conducted, particular 

attention was given to the potential for benzene emissions. Following is a 

swnmary of the soeMI benzene emissions projected for 1982. Over 90% of the 

benzene emissions result from the manufacture of four products. 
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Estimated Benzene Emissions 
Product (MM lb/yr) 

Maleic anhydride 12.78 

Ethylbenzene/styrene 6.83 

Ethylene 2.81 

Alkylbenzene 2.62 

Nitrobenzene 1.17 

Chlorobenzene 0.92 

Caprolactam 0.04 

Acetic anhydride 0.02 

Aniline 0.01 

Total 27.20 

B. CONCLUSIONS 

As shown in Table II-1 and discussed in Appendix C, the estimated emissions 

from the manufacture of the products studied are only about half the initial 

estimate made early in the program. The initial est~mate was based largely on 

Louisiana and Texas Air Control Agency data supplied to them by industry sur

veys for 1975 and 1976. The current estimate is based on site visits to many 

of these same industry sources. The evidence clearly shows that a dramatic 

improvement in emissions from the SOCMI has occurred during the last few years. 

The greatest improvement has been in the control of emissions from process 

vents. The motivation for these improvements obviously includes the economic 

advantage of voe loss prevention, industry's genuine concern for the environ

ment, plus current and anticipated regulatory pressures. 
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APPENDIX B 

SURVEY AND RANKING 

The primary objective of the survey and ranking task was to provide the 
necessary data to rank order the processes to assure that the most 
significant processes were studied in the most detail early in the project. 

This report describes the methods used and gives the results for ranking 
140 products. 

Four areas were identifiec and considered to rank order the processes: 

1. Gross Emissions - The total quantity of non-methane hydrocarbons 
emitted from the manufacture of a specific com
pound by each one or more processes annually. 

2. Growth Factor - The projected rate of annual growth expected 
through 1982. Very low or negative growth com
pounds were given lower priority than potentially 
high growth compounds. 

3. Modular Contribution - A breakdown of the various manufacturing 
processes into the specific types of reaction 
processes and emission control modules associated 
with each process. Primary emphasis was given 
to processes which would yield information that 
could be utilized to help study similar aspects 
of other processes. 

4. Toxicity Score - A mea.~s of differentiating the potential health 
hazards between processes that emit varying amounts 
of less toxic and more toxic chemicals. 

Gross Emissions Determination 

Total annual production multiplied by an emission factor (lbs. material 
lost per lb. of ~reduct) yields the annual gross non-methane hydrocarbons 
(NMHC) emissions. 1976 was used as the base year since it was the most 
recent year for which complete actual production data could be obtained. 
Production data was supplied by the annual chemicals manufacturing report 
in Chemical and Engineering News and Chemicals Economics Handbook published 
by Stanford Research Institute. 

Information used to determine emission factors was gathered from the 
Texas and Louisiana State Air Control Boards. Non-confidential emissions 
inventories, some selected construction permit files in Louisiana, and 
most of the pertinent non-confidential construction permit files in 
Texas were also used when available. 
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Considerable judgment was used in calculating emission factors from the 
data in the inventory questionnaires and permits. Many files did not 
contain adequate production breakdowns for individual plant sites. In 
these cases, plant production was estimated by taking the capacities 
listed in The Chemical Marketing Reporter Chemical Profiles or the 
1976 Directory of Chemical Producers and multiplying by the average 
industry percentage of production in relation to capacity. Several 
questionnaires did not contain sufficient information to enable the 
designation of which emission point originated with which process. When 
apparently good analytical data was available and the vented emissions 
were broken down into components, the processes could be separated with 
some degree of certainty. 

In some cases, where multiple processes used common vents, the emissions 
had to be allocated, usually on a weight percentage basis of production. 
Judgments were also required even when all information was available 
and emission factors could be readily calculated. The factors for 
two similar facilities were often quite dissimilar. If a factor for 
one facility agreed well with published data, then that factor was 
selected as being more accurate. In some cases, where no comparable 
data was available, an average was taken. In a number of cases, the 
calculated emission factors were rejected as being unreasonably below 
expected levels. 

In those cases where an emission factor could not be obtained because 
of the reasons stated above or because there were no producing sites 
in Texas and/or Louisiana, the Radian, Monsanto, or Houdry data were 
used when available. 

When a compound was produced by two or more distinctly different 
processes, emission factors were determined for each significant 
method of manufacture. Radian's production percentage breakdown for 
each process was used where revised data were not available. The voe 
enissions estimated for the top l~O chemicals are shown by Table I. 

Growth Factor Determination 

Rank ordering is based on 1982 projected gross NMHC emissions. Since 
most pre-1975 growth projections are invalid due to the economic recession 
of 1975, revised figures were needed. The source of these revised 
projections were the Chemical Economics Handbook and Chemical Marketing 
Reporter. Using the new growth rates, the 1982 gross emission data 
was obtained by compounding the 1976 data over six years. The average 
annual growth was approximately 6%. 

Modular Contribution 

The various units which comprise the anatomy of a synthetic organic 
chemical production plant had to be broken down and identified. Although 
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each plant has an individual character of its own, there are still common 
operations or sections which can be related to other processes. These 
sections or Il'Odules were assigned to three categories: reaction, process, 
and emission control. Reaction rodules describe the initial portion 
of the process where the compound is made, i.e., alkylation, oxidation, 
chlorination, etc. Process modules comprise the various unit operations 
that the compound or product must go through during its manufacture and 
which can result in the release of emissions, i.e., distillation, 
absorbtion, extraction, etc. Emission control modules define the device 
or devices used to prevent or control emissions, i.e., flare, condensor, 
thennal oxidizer, etc. 

Modular contribution was a judgment assessment of the value of studying a 
particular process with regard to the transfer of emission related technology 
to other process studies where similar process modules can be identified. 
Three (3) grids depicting the various reaction, process, and emission 
control modules are shown in Tables II, III, and IV. 

Toxicity Score Determination 

Toxicity score was obtained by r:iultiplying the annual gross emissions 
(broken down by MM lbs. of each m~jor compo~ent) by a toxicity factor 
assigned to each component. These quantities are then totaled, resulting 
in a toxicity score for the compound under consideration. (See Figure l 
as an example) • 

Two methods were used to determine the toxicity factor and resulting 
toxicity score. 

EXPonential toxicity scores were computed from the EPA's formula which 
uses the MITRE toxicity ratios. The MITRE scoring (EPA-450/3-77-00Ba) 
has been "expanded" to show more accurately the "real" difference in 
toxicity between less toxic and more toxic chemicals. In the MITRE 
system a very toxic chemical, vinyl chloride, has a score of 0.7 while 
a typical chemical, wit~ few toxic properties, methylal, has a score 
of 0.04. The ratio between these two MITRE scores is only 17.5. A 
judgment was made that the ratio of 1000 better shows the real 
difference in toxicity of these two chemicals, then the MITRE scoring 
was used as a~ exponent to calculate an "expanded score". The 
formula for the expansion is ES= _ e 10.5 (MS)657 

.1 

•I - - ....._._.____,_......,_ _.__,~_.__.,,,_.....__~--:,L..' , 

o .04 .5 .7 /.C --MITRE s:.ci::a:e. (M~) 
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The expanded score was used in the same way as the MITRE score would 
be used. The toxicity score is obtained by multiplying the expanded 
score by the MM lbs. of voe emissions. The exponential toxicity 
scores are shown in Table I. 

Linear toxicity scores were computed by multiplying the component gross 
emissions (MM lbs.) times two different toxicity numbers. The first 
number, ranging from 1 to a maximum of 6, represents the ~UTRE score 
plus! for acute toxicity. This is consistent with other toxicity 
scoring such as the one sited in "Clinical Toxicity of Commercial 
Products". The second number represents the carcinogenic, mutagenic, 
and teratogenic potential. If a compound was given a 4 or 5 per the 
MITRE score in any or all of the three categories, it was assigned a S; 
if under test, a 3, and if it had not been tested or had scored a negative 
result, it was given a 1. (See Figure 1 for example). The maximum toxicity 
factor for this method was 6 x 5 = 30. The minimum was 1 x 1 = 1. The 
linear toxicity scores are also shown in Table I. 

Rank Ordering 

The processes, as rank ordered for this study, are listed in Table I. All 
four of the areas previously described were considered in rank ordering 
the compounds for selection. The 1982 total projected NMHC emissions were 
given the most weight in a selection decision; however, modular contri
bution and toxicity scores were used to choose between compounds having 
relatively equal amounts of gross emissions. 

The study ranking table is ranked according to the most significant process 
for each compound. The secondary processes are grouped under each com
pound, and the decision regarding their study priority is made on an 
individual process comparison basis. Process studies were grouped 
for practical study convenience. 

Other factors also entered into the selection process. Vinyl chloride, 
for instance, was omitted for study, even though it ranked first because 
a considerable amount of effort and resulting reports have already been 
compiled on this compound. Processes which use benzene as a raw material 
such as nitrobenzene, chlorobenzene, and linear alkyl benzene were 
assigned early in the project as a result of increased governmental 
interest and investigation- into benzene's toxological effects. Some 
compounds have arbitrarily been put on hold due to their negative growth 
forecast. 

In some cases, compounds were grouped with other compounds for practical 
study efficiency and were selected for study earlier than they would 
have been if they were studied "on their own merits". 
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This method of survey and ranking is considered to be a significant 
improvement over previous methods because of the following incorporations: 

1. Actual plant data, regarding the quantity and composition of 
emissions, was used to calculate emission factors in the majority 
of cases. 

2. Toxicity scores are based on the relative toxicity and amount of 
each individual component in the emission, not just the compound 
or product being manufactured. 

3. The chemical manufactures in the states of Texas and Louisiana, 
which were used as the data source, accounting for approximately 
65% of tr.e total U.S. synthetic organic chemical production. 
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FIGURE l 
FORM,\LDEHYDE 

-· 
~.D 

Production X Emission Factor Compt?nent = Annual Gross X EPA Exponential = Toxicity 

M Pounds lb/lb of Product Emissions M Pounds Toxicity Factor Score 

5621. 0 X . 00077 Formald0.hyde = 4.330 X 152.10 = 659.0 

.00036 Methanol = 2.020 4.59 = 9.3 

.00400 Ethanol = 22.480 2.75 = 61.8 

.00513 28.830 730.l 

Linear Toxicity Score 

Component Gross Emissions X Acute Toxicity X Teratogen = Toxicity 
Factor Carcinogen Score tll 

I 
Mutagen OJ 

Formaldehyde 4.330 X 4 X 5 = 86.6 

Methanol 2.020 X 4 X l = 8.1 

Ethanol 22.480 X 3 X l = 67.4 

28.830 162.1 

Growth Rate= 6\/Year (Over next 6 years, i.e. 1982) 

Gross Emissions 28.83 X 1.419 40.921 
Exponential Toxicity 730.l X 1.419 = 1036 1982 Projected See (~) on Tables II, III, and IV 

Linear Toxicity 162.1 X 1.419 = 230 
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5,R0I 
l U. 1151 

49.199 
.7A6 

9 
100 

'16 
125 

12 
104 

.0?959 

.00010 
'3 
II 

H, PROPYLENE '5'1g NAPTHII/G/1<; OIL 12. no 14. 1191 28.673 17 19 2& .oo3ti2 D 
PYROLYSIS 

161 NIITURIIL GIIS 3.049 7.'191 'I. 706 SA '19 76 .00189 D 
LIQUIDS PY ROL 

301 REFINERY BY 

17 IIIITROBENZEN[ STU[WE 1001 
PRODUCT 

BENZENE 
l'HTRATIO"J 

2.268 8.'191 3.701 61 12 27 .00299 D 

ttl 
I ..... 

0 

18 [TIIYLENE GLYCOL LOVELL lOOr; ETHYLENE OXIDE 10.1 112 '5.99t; 1'5.236 22 13 21 .00319 II 
19 CYCLOH[XMJOL/ BLACKBURN 7'51 CYCLOHE XIINE 35.020 3. '1911, 43. 0'18 12 63 15 • 0'1'146 II 

CTCLOHEX-ANONE 
BLI\CKOJRf\l 251 PHENOL • 2" 1 3.49,i; .29& 123 127 1213 .00091 II 

20 CUMENE STUEWE 1001 BE'IIZE'IIE 2. 661 6.99l 3.994 60 l '1 37 .00097 II 
21 IIIETHIINOL C"IETHYL KEY 100, "!ETHANE 25.650 6.991 38. '19'1 l '1 62 19 .00410 A 

ALCOHOL) 
22 PHENOL STUEWE 31 BENZENE 

CHLORINIITION 
STUEWE 21 3ENZEIIJE 

SULFONIITION 
STUEWE 'Bl CU"IEI\IE 12.627 6 • 'J9ll 18.9'50 19 21 13 • 00621 I\ 
STUEWE 21 TOLUENE 

DXIOIITlON 
23 ANILINC STUEWE 1001 'IIITROBENZEIIJE 1•631 ll.'191 2.661 f,7 15 35 .00299 D 

HYDRDGENI\TIO\I 
211 FLUOROCARBONS STANDIFER 1001 CCl'I/Cc'CI6 5.001 .ooii; s.001 52 18 113 .001199 '3 

FLUO~INIITION 
25 PERCHLOROETHYLENE STANOIF'ERI• 01 ACETYLENE 

STANDIF[R/• 661 ETflYLEIIIE 1.253 15.59ll 2.991 6f, 311 1+11 • 005114 B 
DICHLORIDE 

STANDIFER/• 3'11 "IETHANE 1. 31 'I 1.nx 1•If13 89 23 6'1 .00'199 II 
26 T[REPHTHALIC 

CTPAI 
ACID OYLEWS<I 39ll l\"IOCO If• 33'1 7.9'11 6.A78 '12 83 63 .0011!>4 C 

OYL[WSKI 1+71 EI\ST"IAN 6. 201 7.991 9.81+1 30 6'1 28 .01014 C 
OYLEWS'<I 11+1 "OBIL 10.033 7.991 15.922 21 81 3'1 .05512 C 



9/10/78 
T113LE 

PI\G[ 3 

SURVEY AND ~I\Nl(JN5 PRDCESS STUDIES 

l'M;, l'nf> 5ROSS 1982 GROSS 
SE:L 0 

RAIIII( 
NO. 

CHEllllCAL 
IIIAIIIE 

ASSIGIIIED 
TASK 

LEADER 

X OF' 
TOT11L 
PRO.:>. 

PROCESS 
U5ED 

'J"l4:: 
E"IISSl:ll\lS 

"I L'3S 
PERCENT 

GROWTH 

N"IHC 
E"IJSSIOIIIS 
,loll LBS RANK 

19Ai' TOXICITY 
SCORE RAN'< 

EXPON. LINEllq 

E"IISSl::lN 
F'IICTOH 

L9/L3 

["IJSSJ::llll 
F' AC T(H~ 
SOJRCE 

27 CHLOROBEIIIZENE DYL[WS'<l 1001 3ENZE'ff 
CHLOROl'-JII Tl ON 

1.9% 1. 99:i: 2.248 74 20 53 ,00434 g 

28 ACRYLIC ACID BLIICKAURN 
BLACKBURN 

231 lollODrF"IEO REPP 
7711: PROPYLENE 

.21!1 
10.933 

.... 1;>:i; 
l '+ • 931 

.169 
25.205 

13;> 
18 

149 
32 

134 
20 

.00195 

.08703 
II 
B 

OXIDATION 
29 ACETIC ACID KE.cl 

KEY 
331 AC[TIILOEHYDE 
'+41 BUTIINE 

10,012 
• 31f 2 

1.02, 
77. lf31 

11.15A 
10.692 

27 
2A 

56 
71 

H, 

39 
.00980 
.oo70lf 

9 
3 

OXIDATION 
KEY 1 911 loll[ Tftll 'IIOL 2.91'5 9.071 4 .911 53 77 69 .00749 3 
KEY 411 OTHERS 

30 
31 

CHLOROPRENE 
ALKYL LEIIDS 

DYL[WSi<I 1001 
51 

VII\ BUTI\DIENE 
ELETROLYSIS 

11.!175 2.391 13,691 24 29 11 ,03149 A 

52 ACETONE STUEWE 
STUEWE 

951 ETHYL CHLORIDE 
691 ::u'-IE~,E 
3U ISOPROPIINOL 

4,827 
5.558 
5.102 

-11,0• 
1.051 

• l • l 31 

;>. 399 
A.517 
11. 7£,5 

71 
3!; 

57 

22 
30 
87 

71 
21f 
52 

,0081? 
.00521 
.00649 

II 
I\ 
q 

53 ETHYL CHLORIDE "" ET•tA'IIOL/ETftlllllE 

34 ETHANOL11114INES LOVELL 

961 ETHYLENE 
CHLORINIITION 

l OOX ETHYLENE OXIDE 

8, E, 72 

t.431 

-1.001 

;>.991 

5.611 

1.709 

49 

84 

25 

24 

30 

'15 

,01349 

.00499 

B 

9 
OJ 
I 

35 VINYL 
VAi 

AC[TATE OYLEWS'<I 131 ACETYLEIIJ[
pH/IS[ 

VIIPO'l 1, E.30 &.991 2, 4117 70 92 73 .0084E, : I-
I-

OYLEWSKI 721 ETHYLENE VAPOR 6.515 E..991 9. 777 31 65 25 .00610 C 

DYLEWS'<I 
PHIIS[ 

151 EHIYLEIII[ 
PHIISE 

LIQUl1 5.002 6.991 7.507 39 61 ·38 • 0 2;>51 C 

36 IIICTHYL[NE 
CHLORIDE 

STUEWE 351 IIIEJHIIIIJE 
CHLORIIIJI\TlO"'J 

3. 5&1 9.011 5.978 47 38 42 , Ol6'J9 ~ 

STU[W[ 65, loll[THANOL/"l[HIYL .538 12,181 1.273 90 51 58 .00194 II 
CHLORIDE 

37 1.3 9UTADIENE STJ\NOJFER 80¥ [THYLE"JE 4.011 14.0'II B.827 33 3£, E,l .002&7 D 
COPRODUCT 

38 VINYL I DENE 
CHLORIDE 

STANDIFER 
STIINDIF'ER 
STIINOIFER 

131 111-JUTANE 
H 111-uUTEIIIE 

501 l, l, l 
TRICHLOROETH• 

7.157 
.979 

1. 772 

-12. ;,. 
·1 l. lo 

&.991 

3.270 
.11Rl 

2.660 

65 
108 

68 

108 
150 

31 

83 
140 

'l!l 

, 00 f. 10 
• 0 0 l E.E, 
,01899 

] 

'3 
B 

STANDIFER 501 l, 1 • 2 
TRICHLOROETH• 

39 TOLUENE 
DI ISOCYANATE 

STANDIF'ER 1001 OI11MINOTOLUEIIJE 3,!184 0.99:t 6.515 '15 35 40 ,00699 11/'3 

TOIi 
ltO CHLOROFORM STUEWE 61S IIIETHAIIIE 

CHLORONII rIOIII 
3.017 B.991 5.oe.o 51 Ill 49 ,01699 B 

STUEWE 391 "l[THIINOL 
CHLO'IOIIJIITIOIII 

• 221 8.991 .371 119 73 8& ,00194 II 

If l PHTHIIL/ITE 301 ',11\f>THALENE 
ANHYDRIDE 

701 0-XYLENE l. 338 6. 't9ll\ 1.953 76 37 47 .00211 A 

c.n 
N 



9/10/78 TA 3LE 
PIIGE 'I 

c.,.., 
SURVEY /\ND RI\NK IN:; PRGCESS STUDIES c.,.., 

1982 19H, :;~oss 1982 GROSS 
iEL. ASSIGNED ll OF 'J'-1 ~:: NMHC 1962 TOJCJCJT1' EIIIISSION EMISSION 
\'II( 
JO• 

CIIEMIC11L 
:'-Jftlll[ 

T11SK 
LE110n 

TOT11L 
PROJ. 

PROCES'i 
USED 

EIIIISSIONS 
.., :..=is 

PncENT 
GROwTH 

E!.IJ ss 1 orJs 
M LBS RI\NK 

SCORE RANK 
EXPON. LINEii~ 

F11CTO;t 
La/LB 

F11CTOR 
SOURCE 

If 2 ISQPqOPllf\lOL lOOr; PROPYLENE/H2SO'I '1.566 1.991( 5.1112 50 'I 0 60 .00235 A 
ISJPROPYL 
IILCOHOLI 

'13 
lf'I 

I\CETIC /l~JIIYDRIDE 
GLYCEROL I 

S1''1THE"TIC ONLY> 

KEY 
PETERSON 

1001: ACETIC IICID 
1 'I" ACoLEIN 

15.'152 
• '121 

2.991( 
1.99" 

18.'151 
• '17'1 

20 
109 

7'1 
122 

62 
130 

,01009 
.01909 

ti 
C 

'15 NITRJPi-iENOL 

PETERSJN 
PET[RSJN 

15¥ IILLYL IILCOHOL 
7U EPICHLORJHYDU \I 

100, PHENOL 

• 756 
7,233 
1. 93 7 

1,99" 
1,991 
3.49" 

• 1152 
8.1'+5 
2.258 

9A 
3f, 
73 

86 
'17 
'12 

102 
6') 
'If, 

.03199 
,06'159 
• 0'52'19 

C 
C 
El 

:,JI TRI\TION 
'If, CYCLOHEXIINE BLIICKB'.JRI\I 8'11: 3ENZENE 

HYDROGENI\TIO'I 
1.220 6,53" 1,796 78 l+'I 70 ,00072 D 

9LACKBi.JRN 161 PETROLEUM 
DISTILLIITION 

I+ 7 
'18 

BJSPHENOL 
CELLULOSE 

A 
IICETIITE 

1001: 
1001 

PHENOL/IICETONE 
CELLULOSE 

, 8'1 l 
7,997 

10,99" 
• '19" 

1. 57'1 
6,137 

87 
3 7 

'15 
59 

5'1 
5(, 

,00199 
.01099 

II 
(3 

01 
I 

I-' 

'19 CA PROLIICTl\'4 BLACKBURN 1001 
EST[RIFICIITI•

CYCLOHEXANJI\IE 3. 51+1 5, '191 '1.862 55 53 66 .00'153 A 
N 

50 PENT I\ERYTHR I TOL 1001 FOR"411LDEHyJE/ 1, !!09 2,991' :? • 160 75 57 36 ,01719 A 
IICET IILDEHYDE 

51 NONYL PH!'.'NOL 1001 PHENJL ,511 3, '19" , 626 JO'I 50 75 .00&55 II 
I\LKYLIITJON 

52 
53 

IICRYLIIIIIIOE 
OJETHYLENE, 

TRIETHYLENE 
LAwsON 

1001: 
1001: 

ACRYLDNITRILE 
COPRODUCTc; W/ 

ETHYLENE 

.122 
1. 157 

B,'19" 
5,991 

,199 
1, £,'11 

12f, 
R5 

52 
55 

92 
81 

.00239 
,00319 

II 
II 

GLYCOLS GLYCOL 
511 FUIIIARJC ftCJO 10011 lllftLEIC ftClD/ .3~8 1,991 • '137 113 5'1 95 ,011'19 a 

SOMERIZIITION 
55 PROPYLENE GLYCOLS 

1"401\JO, or, TRI) 
1001 PROPYLENE OX ID~ 

HYDRATION 
6,507 7, '19" 10,0'13 29 75 50 .01256 A 

56 EPICYLOROIIYD~IN P(TERSO"J 1001 ALLYL 
HCI 

CHLORIDE/ 1,f,:?1 
2. """ 

I.ABO 77 &O 8fl ,00211£, A 

57 ALL l'L CHLOR JOE PET[RSJN 1001 PRJPYLENE 
CllLO~ I NA TI ON 

A,963 '1.991 lc',012 25 95 H ,02699 II 

58 AOIPONITRILE/HMDII OYLEWS-<I lU ACRYLOI\JITRILE 

59 TRICHLORO[THYL[NE 

OYL[WSKI 
DYLEWSKI 
STANDIFER 
ST/l"JOJF[~ 

21ft; I\OIPIC ACID 
651 3UTADIENE 

91 ACETYLENE 
9U ETHYLENE 

8,336 

1 • If 86 

i+,991 

-11.001 

11.111 

, 901 

2& 

96 

101 

67 

78 

82 

,01'199 

.00538 

B 

A 
60 "IE THyL I S0B UTYL 

KEYTON[ (IIIIBK) 
1001 MESITYL ALCOHOL fl, 35'1 -6.00" 5,7&3 '18 82 '11 ,0'1229 I\ 

61 PYRlJl'IE 1001 FORMALDEHYDE/ 
ACETALOEHYDE 

,727 2.991 .866 'JT 69 67 ,Ollf99 3 

62 BENZENE 801 NOT IN PROJECT 
SCOPE 

201 TOLUENE ,326 .211 ,.331 122 66 105 .00010 A 
•• YO•rnn[/\LKYI. 



9/10/7R 
Tll 3LE 

f-'IIG[ 5 

SURVEY IINO ~/INK I\J:; PROCESS HUOIES 

SEL. 
RANK 

1110. 
CHDIIICAL 

IIIA"'IE 

ASSIGN'.'.0 
TASK 

LEADn 

1982 
I O, 
TOTI\L 
PROO. 

PROCESS 
USED 

19,r, :;Ross 
..,,,.,•:; 

E"IISSTONS 
~ L3S 

PE~CENT 
:;ROWTH 

1962 GROSS 
NlollHC 

EMISSIOrJS 
M LBS RI\NK 

19132 TOXICIT't' 
SCORE RflN'( 

EXPON. LINEAR 

E'1ISSIJN 
FflCTOR 

LB/L9 

E'1 I 'iS I '.J'll 
FACTO'! 
SO:J~CE 

63 E:THfl\JOL (ETHYL 1001 CTHYLENE 'i, 759 2 • 4 91 f,,679 44 91 57 .003fl4 II 
ALCOHOL I 

64 
65 

UREA 
ACETALD[HYOE 

STANDIFER 
LOVELL 

100, 
ox 

Nll3/C02 
ETHI\NrlL 

OXIDIITIO"l 

5,386 
1,64') 

5. 6'JI 7,512 38 99 59 .00065 
,00999 

II 
9 

66 ISDPRE:l'IE 
LOVELL 1001 

67); 
ETHYLENE 
:4 HYOROC/\RrlJNS 

5,488 4.901 7. 271 41 93 77 ,00586 A 

33r; SIOAMYLENc 
EXTR/\CTION 

, 24 6 11,991 ,486 107 70 !15 ,00218 II 

67 FURFURAL 1001 POLY 
SflCCIIARIDE<; 

2,341 1, ?91 2,636 69 76 79 ,01499 3 

6!1 

69 

GLYCOL ETHERS 

0 ll'IITR OTOLUEl'IE 

LOVELL 
LOVELL 

97X 
3X 

1001 

HY(JR:.JL YSl'> 
ETHYLENE OX l1E 
?ROPYL~"IE OXIDE 
TOLUE"lE 

DINITRIITI0:11 

•.5?1 
,009
.•no 

5,99,: 
5, ?9\\ 

10, 99:r; 

,455 
,014 

1, 721 

11? 
H,3 

83 

72 
166 

7'J 

99 
165 

87 

,00058 
.00058 
,00175 

/I 

/I 
I\ 

7~ 
71 

SEC-3UTflNOL 
Ll!'IEIIR IILKYL F'ETERSO"l 

1001 
1001 

3UTYLE"IES 
arr-.iZENE 

2, '12f, 
.066 

6,791 
1, 99ll. 

3,601 
,077 

62 
143 

!14 
78 

72 
126 

,00699 
.00009 

g 
II to 

BENZENE /ILKYLIITION I 

n ACROLE:IN PETERSJN lOOX PROPYLENE 
OXIDIITIO"l 

4,942 3,99,: 6,127 46 107 90 ,0744q ~ 
~ 
w 

73 DIPHEl'IYLAMINE 100111: ANILINE 
MHNI\TIO'J 

.039 4,991 ,053 151 85 127 ,00099 '.i 

74 METHYL STYRENE 151 CU"1ENE 
D[HYDROGENl\h 

75 ETHYLEl'IE DIA"1INE/ 
TRI ETHYLENE 

851 

100¥ 

CU"1ENE PROCESS 
BY-PRODUCT[ 

EOC l\"1"10NOLl'SIS 

,272 

,131 

5, 99ll, 

lf,991 

,386 

,17& 

117 

130 

69 

88 

103 

112 

,00521 

,00099 

/I 

9 

TETRlllll!INE 
7£, ETHYL IICRYLATE BLIICKBURI\I 6U ACETYLENE 1,098 1.n, 1. 742 81 136 114 .00609 9 

REPPE I 

77 "!ETHYL CHLORIDE 

BLACKBURIIJ 

STUEWE 

391 

21 

DIRECT 
ESTEIHFlC/\Th 

"l[TltllNE 
CHLOIUNI\TION 

1,093 

.189 

7,911 

-3,261 

1,734 

,155 

82 

135 

104 

102 

91 

131 

,009'+3 

,0169') 

H 

3 

7B "1E:THyLENE 
OIPHtNOL 

STU[WE 96X 

1cox 

"'l[TH/1!\IJL 
HYOqOCIILOR l"l• 

OP"IOfl/PHO<;GE:\IE 

,HS 

,069 

.5.671 

10, 99ll, 

1,210 

.168 

93 

134 

106 

9'+ 

100 

116 

,00U.'J 

,00023 

II 

II 

DIISOCYIINATE (. 

79 
80 

N-BUTYRIILDEHyDE 
NITROIINILINE 

1001 
10011. 

0)(0 P.ROC(SS 
NITRO CIILOq 

t1ENZENE 

l, i,27 
,071 

4, 2'1 I 
.001 

2.346 
,071 

72 
1 '+4 

109 
97 

69 
122 

,002'+3 
,00599 

/I 

:3 

Bl ACETOPHONE 601 cu~ENE • 13'+ ·5,991 .191 1211 98 11£, .00521 /I 
PERDXIOII TIOI\I 

401 ETHYL 13ENl[NE 
OXIOIITIO\I 

c.n 
~ 



9/10/78 P/\G[ 6 
T/\3LE 

SURVEY ANO R/1 \JK I IIIG PROCESS STUDIES 

SEL. 
RANK CHE"IIC11L 

ASSIGNrn 
T11SK 

19flc' 
'.I OF 
TOT11L PROCESS 

1976 GROSS 
ll'HC 

E"IISSIONS PERCENT 

19132 GROSS 
NMHC 

["IISSIOIIIS 
19132 TOXICITY 

SCORE RANK 
("IJSSION 

FACTOR 
[MISSION 

F11croR 

, .... , ..•, 

c~, 
NO. NAIii[ LEADER PROO. USED 14 L3S GROIITH M LBS RANK EXPON. LINEii~ L3/L3 SOURCE 

82 ISOPHTHIILAT[ IICID 100, "1-XYLf.111[ .235 11. 9'1'11: .11&5 110 100 98 .00199 A 
OXIDIITifHJ 

83 3ENZOIC ACID 1001 TOLUE"IE /II<> .279 II• 99" .:HS llA 105 9(, .0019':l B 

e-. DI ISOOCTYL 1001 
OXIOIITl(ll'J 

PH Tit/IL/I TE .593 &.191 .851 99 10.3 109 .00199 3 
PHTHAL/\TE 1012- ANftYDRIO[I 
[THYLH(XYL J ALCOf-tOL 

85 2-ETriYL 1-HEX/\NOL lOOr. ALDO COND 0 /0XO 1.130 7.99); 1.794 19 117 911 .00252 I\ 
8£, N-aur11\JOL I BUT'l'L 20J: ACETIIL9[HYOE 

/ILCOHOLJ 
eo, JICO PROCESS 1.2&5 3.99,; 1.&0l 86 120 97 .00252 A 

81' PROPJONIC /\CJD 71: OTHERS 
'J.3J; Oxc> PROCESS • '4211 6.991 .637 103 115 93 • 0059'.1 g 

88 
89 

ETHYL ACETATE 
ETHYLENE 

KEY 100¥ 
100, 

ACETIC /\Clu 
E TIHLENE 

1. 077 
1.508 

1.991 
-3.00l 

1.213 
1.256 

'J2 
91 

121 
119 

101 
107 

.00'499 

.001119 
3 
3 

Dl3ROl"IIOE BRO"llN/\TION 
9[) ACETONE BLACKBURN 1001 IIC[TO'JE .283 B.119" • 1162 111 110 117 .00051 II 

91 
CYIINOHYORIN 

BENZYL CHLORIDE 1001 
CYIINIITIO"I 

TOLUEI\IE • 1314 3.9':ll .110 131 1H, 108 .00149 9 
Ill 
I 

92 DICHLOROPHENOL 1151 
CllLORIN/\TlON 

PHENOL .009 2. 99,r; .011 HS 118 152 .00099 9 

I-' 
~ 

CHLORII\I/\TIOI\I 
ss, TR I CHLOR03ENZE • -219 2.9')1 .:.>61 124 1311 135 .01896 II 

93 tSOBUTYRIILDEHYDE lOOl OXO PROCE<;c; .9'41 :?.99" 1.123 94 1:.>11 106 .0025:.> II 
94 CRESYLIC /\CIDS ( lfX CY..,EN[ 

SYI\II OX IOATIO'I 
001 IIIAfURAL CO/IL 

TAR 
Bl PHENOL/~ETHMOL .013 If. 99,: .018 161 123 1119 .00099 B 
81 TOLUEIIIE .013 '•. 99:1: .om 162 130 111'1 .00099 a 

SULFONATI0r-J 
95 '11-111 ~l'IETlll'L 1001 IIN/\LJ\JE .0.39 1• .991 .053 150 111 132 .00199 ~ 

A~HLINE AMINOLY~IS 
9& ACETYLENE 30g CALCIU"I CIIRAIDE 

81 ETHYLEr-ir BY-
PRODUCT 

&;>1 HYOROC/\RBO'J l • 779 • 00:¥ 1.779 BO 133 113 .oo5Bo /I 
OX I DA TI O'J 

97 PHOS:;[IIIE 1001 CO/CI2 .146 9 0 'J9X • ;_,59 125 114 129 .00017 II 
98 T-BUTANOL 21, ISOBUTYL(III[ • l 6 7 .011 • 168 133 160 156 • 00 Olf 9 ) 

791 PROPYLENE OXIDE .556 8.361 .901 95 126 119 .00010 II 
CO•PROOUcT 

99 SALICYLIC I\C ID 100, s001u-. PHE'.\JllrE .023 1.991 .021 160 112 1.57 .000 119 :3 
100 OJ"ETHYL 1001 :\IITROSODJ"IETHTL .001 ll.99l .002&6 173 113 1£,'4 .000119 3 

HYDRAZINE I\MJ"I[ 
101 DOOECE':\IE 10h "ONENE 1 • !f II II .99lg 1.533 88 135 120 .001199 :I 

COPRODUCT 
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Tll3L[ 

PIIGE 7 

SURi/fY I\ND ~1\1\JKING PROCESS STUOJ ES 

19112 l 'H6 :;Ross 19!32 GROSS 
SEL. 

RANK 
NO. 

CHEMICAL 
NA!IIE 

ASSJG114ED 
TI\SI< 

LEADER 

t; OF 
TOT11L 
PROD. 

PROCESS 
115[0 

\l~'t: 
E14IS<;[::>NS 

"I L3S 
i>[ilCENT 

G'lQwTH 

NlollltC 
[MISSI::JNS 
'1 LBS RAl'JK 

1962 TOXICITY 
SCORE RftNI( 

[XPON. LINEAR 

EMISSl::JN 
FACT::>~ 

LB/LB 

["IISS[ON 
FAC TO'l 
SOURCE 

102 OIISOLDC'l'L 
PHTHALIITE 

100, PHTHIILII fE 
11NH'l'DR[[)[/ 

.266 3.'191 • 351 121 12'1 133 .00199 u 

I S::lDEC/HJ'.JL 
105 BUTTL ACRYLATE BLIICKBclRf\l 100, ACRYLIC IIC ID • '+ l 0 7.991 • 651 102 152 111 .00199 9 

ESTERIJ:"JCIIIOIJ 
10'1 CHLOROSULFONIC 

ACID ~- 1001 S03 
HYDROCHLDRHh 

.3'+'+ 1.99% .368 116 1?9 125 .002149 3 

105 !ll(TH'l'L ETHYL !([Y 251 3UTANE 
KE'l'TONE ( MEK t OXlDIITIO'II 

106 ISOBUTANOL ( 

KEY 75" SEC-9UT/\NOL 
1001' OXO PROCESS 

.321 
• '+ '+ 2 

'I. 99'1; 
2.991 

.'+30 

.528 
I 1 '+ 
106 

139 
138 

115 
121 

.00099 

.00252 
0 
II 

ISOBUTYL 
IILCOHOLI 

107 HYDROOUINONE 1001 ACETOl'JE .037 • 001( .o:57 1 55 131 139 .001'19 3 
COPROOUCT 

108 MONO, DI, TRI, 
"'!ETHYL I\MINES 

100, !IIEJHANOL 
ft'4\IIONDL YS IS 

.23A 6.9?1' .358 120 l '13 12'+ ,00099 3 

109 AOIPIC ACID BLIICKBUR",I 
BLACKBURf\l 

1001 
01 

CYCLOIIE lC IINE 
PHENOL 

.325 'l.06¥ • 1412 115 1'• 7 123 .00020 II tp 
I 

110 CHLORONITRDBENZE• 1001 CHLOR08Ef\lZEN[ 
NITRIITIO.'\I 

.173 1.99): .195 127 1 '11 136 .ooH,'+ :3 t--' 
Lil 

111 CARBON OISULtlDE 1001 IIIEJHIIIIIE 
111\POR 

SULFUR • O!ll 2. 991 .097 1'10 l'IO 1 '+3 .00015 1\/C 

112 BIPH[NYL 100, TOLUENE .006 .oox .00625 170 137 166 .00010 A 
HYDROOEI\LKYL• 

113 
114 

IICETyL CHLORIDE 
"ONO, DI, TRI, 

ETHYL AMINE 

1on:.: 
lOOr; 

SODIU14 SCETIIT[ 
ETHI\NOL 

f\MMONOLYSIS 

.039 

.074 
4 • 9"11 
5. 99'1; 

• 05.~ 
.106 

1119 
139 

1114 
145 

1311 
l'+'I 

.00099 

.00099 
'l 
B 

115 CHLOROACET IC IICID 1001 IICETIC /\CID .072 1 • 9'11 .OBl l '11 1 '16 l '+ 7 .00099 1 
CHLORO'llftTl:JN 

116 BENZOPHENONE 1001 3ENZ[NE/CARB'.ll\J .001 .•• 991 .oo:>'+1 17" 1'+2 171 .00149 • 
TET 

117 
118 

"ETHYL 
PROPYL 

BROMIDE 
ALCOHOL 

100, ~ETHIINOLN13R 
8711, DXO PROCE'-S 
131 P~O?ll1lff 

.017 

.012 

.025 

6.99): 
7.931 
7.991 

.027 
• 114 
• O'+ 1 

159 
138 
1 54 

148 
155 
169 

159 
1112 
163 

.000149 

.00103 

.002'+9 

1 
II 
3 

119 BUTYL AMINC. 
OX1D/\TID\J 

100, 3UTYRIILD[HYDE .125 2.99, .150 136 153 1'41 .00599 3 
HYDR'.JGE,\J'T'N 

120 tTH'l'L (DIETHYL I 10011: ETHANOL .179 .001: .179 129 152 l '15 .00299 :3 
ETHER 

121 PROP'l'L IIMINES ((loll- 50" N-PROPYL .056 .991 .060 1'+6 163 154 .00599 ~ 
O•Tt I\LCOHOL 

so, \J-PROi>YL • 056 .991 .060 l '17 ln 11 155 .00599 \I 
CHLORIDE 

122 
123 

CROTONIILDEHYOt 
ISOOCTYL IILCOHOL 

1001 
10011: 

ALDO PflOCE<;S 
0)(0 PROCESS/ 

H'l'OROGENATIO\J 

• 009 
.143 

3 0 991 
-3.50:g 

.012 

.116 
16'1 
137 

15<+ 
157 

150 
l4E, 

.000'+9 

.00099 
8 
H 

U'7 
en 



9/10/78 PIIGE 8 
T113LE I 

SURVEY /IND RANKING PROCESS STU~I[S 

19R;> 197& ~FI0SS 1 'Hl2 GROSS 
ASSIGNED 

TASK 
LE:ADn 

X OF 
T0T11L 
PR0J. 

PK0CESS 
U':E0 

11'4·1C 
E'4JSSI0'IIS 

'4 L'IS 
PERCENT 

Gq0WTH 

N'4HC 
E~ISSI0NS 
'I LOS R/INK 

19!!2 TOXICITY 
SCORE RANI< 

EXP0N. LINEllq 

E~ISSIDN 
F11CTOR 

L3/L3 

E~IS~I)~ 
F 11C T()q 

SOJqCE 

,,.,... 

12~ F0R'4IC ACID KEY 98•• N-'IUTAMf .027 .035 156 151 162 .00049 3 
OX I OIi TIrl'I 

125 ETHYLENE GLYCOL 
KEY 1.51 

1001 
JT'l[RS 
[Tff0lO fTHI\NQL .0~& 4. J'J;t .0&2 .1~5 156 153 .000~9 9 

'4E ETHER ESTER 
ACETATE 

126 LINEAR ALKYL 1001 L119 SULFDNATI0II .050 .o5& 14B 158 .00007 II 
SULF0NIITE 

127 ISO0ECAN0L 251 N-PARHF"IN 
OXIDIITI0N 

751 0)(0 PROCESS .ose .078 1~2 165 151 .00099 B 
128 ALLYL ALCOHOL PETERSON ~71 ALLYL CHL0RlaE 

HYDROLYSIS 
PETERSON £,I PROP GLYCOL 

0EHYDRI\TIOfll 
PETERSON ~7X PROP OXIDE .009 1,991 .010 16£, 159 l&0 .00025 I\ 

JS0'4ERIZI\TlJII 
129 IS0PR0PYL ACETATE 1001 IS0PROPAN0L 

ESTERIFICATI • 
,039 162 157 .00099 B tll 

I 
130 '4ETHYL ACETATE 1001 ACETIC IICTD/ 

'4ETHIINOL 
.029 1.991 .035 157 167 l&l .00199 :.I I-' 

O'I 

131 CYCL00CTADIENE 1001 3UTII0IGNE , 0 30 .045 153 1&1 1&7 .001~9 9 
DIMERIZIITIQN 

132 HEXACHL0ROBENZENE 1001 HEXACHL0R0CYCL• .001 1.991 ,00180 176 166 173 .00049 3 
155 N-BUTYL ACETATE 1001 ESTERIFICI\TI0N .ooe l.49X .00984 167 171 168 .00001 I\ 
13~ BUTYRIC ACID 33X BUTYRIILDEHY0E 

OXIDATION 
67" N-BUTll~J( .005 1 ,~ 1 72 • 001.~5 I\ 

OXIDIITl0'II 
135 DINITR0PHEN0L 1001 JNC BENZENE .001 173 175 ,00149 B 

HYOFI0L YSIS 
13£, AMINO 1001 ETHYLENE0II\MIN• .007 2,99¥ .ooaoo lG8 175 170 .00123 I\ 

ETi-iYLETHANSLAlh 
137 CYCL0HEXYL/1'4INC 501 

~01 
ANILINE 
CYCL0IIEXANON( • 003 4.1~1 .00469 171 172 lH .00049 B 

138 TOLUENE SULFONIC 1001 TOLUENE .002 .oox .00233 175 176 17& .00012 B 
IICIDS SUU'0NIITI0I\J 

139 BENZYL B[NZOAT[ 501 ~ENZIILDEHYDE .ooo 4.99X .00093 .00099 9 
501 BEI\JZYL IILC0H0L/ .ooo 4,99, ,00093 ,00099 3 

ACID 
140 BENZOYL CHLORIDE 1001 aENZ0IC ACID .ooo 4,991 .00010 .0000 .. 8 

source Codes: A - State EIQ's; B - Monsanto Research Corp./Radian; C - Houdry; D - HI Site Visits; 

E Product Report 



RF.ACTION MODULES * * 
c:: 
0 

C..,,< 
C 0 

C C 
0 0 r.c,..... 0 C f..OC c:: 0 0., C cc .,·• .. ., ..,

TABLF. II C 0 ,,... ij g .... ,< .. C co 00 .. l<JCO ,< ... C "'.,clu CC 0 0 ·..-4 C ,<.., N µ C ....... 
.....0.., ... ~~ C"' 0 0 .. "'0 ,< ,< vo ., ., ., d Ill oc ,> C:SURVEY AND RANXING PROCESS S'l'l11JlF.S .. ~:'l 0 

C 
C ::I"' 0 C .... 1/1 ....... ., .., .. .., ....., ..... 0 :,,. ...... "' ..C µ ,:;, Ill U C C: 1/1 ... 0 fi .......~~ o.., "'C .. ..... .., 1/1

0 .. C,.. ... 0 .. 1/1 .. ,..... .. " ....u >- ., .. ,, N .... ~I~ .... 0 0 u 
U C 

0 
C 1g ., 

C LI 
.--< E 

C:.: l!I·..< C QI Ill ~ .... .. 0 !/) > 0 ., C,.. 
> .. ::;.,;: .. .... .. 0 .., .... .... 01-< "'lu OH .c "O •' C I>,.. .... 0 C <I ., ...

0 ;-. ., L<O C"' ..... ..... C.--< ~~ t, ..... C u ... u., 0 
1982 "' ... O.--< .. ,., <l C OH 0 ., 0 ,:ir.; 0 )( .8 g """ > ... 

., 
u10 

., 0 
.. g e"8 ~ ... .... C '8~::it~ l ~ct ion 0 0 

.. 1~1~ ... .. Ill'U.., .... .. :;~ lf'j ~&' ...... l"t: 0 :.~ '11 ..... .... 0 OE ......ro ::s :i: .c C:"O "O ..H,111kl nq , of T<,ta l )( .c ~I~ '>i] 81~ 0 

~~ ::I::SI-< O(> )( I> ., .. ., I--< u ....... ::, "'"" ....... 0 ~;Ou ~.I~~~~ nk ~~ ~~ """ ~~ ... a::
., 15; ~ llo. _____C_h_e_.m_i_c_a le.,_____ Production Procc-;s u:r: .., IC :x:"' uci: u <( ~"' ,t l~ i,.. ID p: ~ 

~ -------------- -~ ..... 

l J\crylonitrile 100, Ammcl,i.ltion Pl 
2 Ethylene Dichloride soi Direct chlorination A 

• so, oxychlorination ~ 
l\cctylcn" A 

Ethylene Ol<icle 1,6\ Air O~icl~tt0n ethy1cn~ A 

)4\ O.! OKidat.lon ethyl~nr. IA 

4 f.t.hylben:r:cne 9R\ nen:r:ene alkylation A 

2\ Mixed xylr,ni, <'Ktraction (not in 
scope)

EthylcnP. 100\ Crack i nq ,. 
6 Vinyl Chloride 9'l\ F.thylene uichlorid~ A 

11 Acetylene IA 
7 Dimethyl Terephthalat.e 25\ Hcrculr,i A E C 

35\ nuPont A ,I C 

* A 1E2J\ /IITIOCO Vi a TPI\ 

17\ Eastman via TPA II !F C 

R Maleic J\nhydride Ren:r:enc oKidatlon Ill 
15\ nutane oxidation IA 

9 Propylene Oxide * 60\ Ch lorohydri n A 

40'l P£'roxidat.ion* i,f\ 

10 Methyl Methacrylate • 100\ /lcetone cyanohydrin D A B C E 

11 f'ormaldehyde 17\ Silver catalyst high 1ncthanol 11 B 

•rrocesses assigned for study 

** Letter indicates the order of occurance. 



---------

REACTION MODULES 

C: 

~ C: C: C:r:: 0 0 <.:" 0 C: C:·"' ., 0 
TABLE II C: "' <.: .. C: 0 0 C: C: C: .,.., 

C: 0 ... .... .. C: 0 "
s .. .,..,"0 00 

., 

"' C: "'.,(Continued) C: 0 .. .. "C: C:l<J r. C: 0 0 .__. C ..... N V C: .... ..,... ~j ., .., 0 ., ..,0 0"' C: C:"' 0 O<ll ... 0 .. ..., ·• Ill oc ;, " 
SURVEY AND RANKING PROCF.SS ST!JIJI F.S C '-' C: ~~ ... 0 [; N ~~ 0 ., <ll C .... .., "'.,C: C: .J .~ -<r: 

.... " 0 C: C: .. "' ..... " "., ... ... .. ... ... 0 .:,,..," "'"' u 
g~· " ... ""' 

.,0 ., " ... 0 ~ I~~ "'0 
,ii, ., 

[; C: "',,0"' C:-,< .., 0 .. .. ,, fi "' .... 0 "'0 ... C: "'"' "'" .... 0 ... C: ... I~~ .... ,... > .... 0 ., ,,., " " ... "'" OH "'0 "';, 00 .r. ·u C:"'"-'•.-4 u > ... " C: .... ,<I-. u .... C '-' ... ~. ., ., 0 ... u ., gH •• 

0 ., ,, ...'O ·• 0 C: 'Olu
0 .... .. "' 0 .. ~ ~2 XC: 0 C.. u '0- L: "' ... ~2 g~ ""' f> )( .8 g 0"' 00

•tJ 0 .. 0 ., .. .. 0 ~~ .., 0 ..... 0 E I,• l,1........ lo:: L: ol~ ""'" 818 .... Srll'ction 1')02 r... 0 lf' ~ ~€~~ C: 'O I~~ "'ro ., ... > _g '""-' 'O 'O :, 0x..c.: '":,.. 0:, ~)( "'., .... .... "' J~ "., >'ti ...... ~;
R<1nkinq \ of Tot,,J OU ~ ul :,:: /!I~ :J 

fl ~-~ ~~ u:i:: :,: n. uo: u..: 
u s0. -,: l/l X 7. i..cz: :,:: < u.Cil 

tJo. Chemical P r.oclucl i\"'l_n_ Process I-,- _,_
~~ .. -

2J\ Low ml'.' th,mol ~ 

• 100\ n('nZCOP, nitration ,A
l 2 Nitrobcn,:cn" 

O•I\ n,... nzene 11 
J J Cyclohr.xane 

If>\ Pcttolcum distil };,tion (n~!otri 
Tl\ Prnpy lr,nP oxidation A14 l\crylic llcid 

21\ r1odlf ied Rrpp '~ 

l 'i Phenol • ')]\ Curncne A 1B 
Ill

JI Denzenc chlorin;,tion A B C I .... 
21 Toluene oxidation ~l l:o 
2, Renzenc sulfonation A B ' [ C . 1001 Mcth,,nc A E]f, Methanol .

17 1,1,1 Trichloroethane 741 Vinyl chloride A 

161 Vinylidcne chloride 11 

)I10\ f:thanc 

10 Acetic llcid . JJ\ llcf'taldehyilc A 

4111 nutane oxidation A 

• 19\ Methanol-CO IA 

4\ OthPr5 

J'l Ethylene Glycol 100\ Ethylrne oxld,- A 

20 Tercphthalic l\cid 14\ Mobil A II 

f 
'

....• 47\ f.a!';tman B .... 

....• J91 l\moco B '...., ...., 
•rrf•<:e.c;scs as,.lqncd for study 

http:PROCF.SS


REJ\CTION MODULES 

C 
0 

S~lcct.ion 
Rc1nkinq 

Nu.------

TABLE II 
(Continued) 

SURVEY AND RAN!ClNG PROCf.SS STUDIES 

l<Jfl2 
\ of Totill 

Chemical ~ r roduc ti -:-:on Pr<>CC!'i!i-------------- ------------ ------

ij C 
0 

C "'C 
C 0 ... ~g

C 0 ,< ... 
0 ... 0 Ill C ~j

·-<l<J " I-'< ... 0 C 
C '-' "'IJI "' C: 1/l :, "' u C -< 0 F. N 
0"' C--i ... 0 u >- .., ... 
., C ~ ..... 0 a "'.., ~ ~"'"' .., ... g:_::; ... " ... 0 C:"" ,_,"'"' .. 0 .... 0 .. 
-0 0 .. 0 ... "' tl C., .. >- 0......... .., ~ ~-~~ 
><.r: ~ ~ IJI >- J~ 1£.,

n ~JOU p:o.. w :r. . ;,: 

C 
0 

C C .-. 
0 O'-' C CC.... .., ...ci,, "' C C 0 00 

C <: C 0 O·,... C ...... 
C"' 0 ... ..,0"' ... 0 0"' µ.., 
O C ..,,I"' '1 -·...... ..,....... ~ 0.., "'C 

"' ... ...
"' ..... .., 1/l 

"' "' u C C~I~ "'1/l "' .. ..... "' ..... 0 ~ u >"' > .... ..... .,_, 0 
"'0 Ill:> 00 .i: ·o 0 ... C -i .., C: "'> ........ c ..... u ... .... ,.., ., .. 0C'-' ... u.., 

., 0 ~t;:. 0 )( .8 g :,. .... Ulo .C C 0"'~I~ tl 0 
~ .t: 

.. o,~ .. 
,: 'd "'1"<1 "'" s,g ...... 

... .. -0 ., .... 
0 > 13! > 0 

, 
u;r: 

., "'.,:r.o.. uo: U<C (:,{;. ..... "' ~~ ~ 2: ~~ -· u ..: "' ;,; z 

C 
0... .., ..
"'.,NU 
,< Ill 
.. l,J

1g .. 
EC... 

Cr: -· 0 
0 ... -0 -·u •• 
.... 0 ,., ,4.,,.,_, ·o -u:, ., > 'U 
... 0: ::c ..: 

C 
0 C: 

.... 0.., ... ,,,..,
C"'0 C 
),.j• ... 

0 E
:1 0 ....... 
t..m 

C 
0 C 
... 0 ..,"' .. -· 

.....,:,. "' ..: 
.>I! ... 
--4 f'. 
"'0.. ,, 

'U 0 
OU.... 
'U 0 
>,

p:p: 

21 Styrene • JOO\ F.thylbPn7.t.•nr. A 

22 Chloroprene 100\ Butacliene l\ 

~J Acetic Anhydride 100\ Acetic acicl A 

24 Cyclohcxanol/Cyclohexanone 75\ CycJohP.xane l\ 

251 Ph•-nol IA 

Allyl Chloride 1001 Prorylenc Chlorination A 

26 Adiponitrile/HMDA 651 Butc1clien~ A Ill 
24\ Ad ipi-: acid A a 0:, 

I 

ll\ llcrylonltrllc A 
I-' 
I.O 

27 Carbon Tetrachloride • JR\ cs 
2 

A 

42\ IIC Chlorination l\ B 

20't. M<'thanc A 1B . 
28 Vinyl Acetate 72\ Ethylene vapor phHnc A 

15\ ~thylcne liquid phase A 

13\ Act'tylcne vapor ph,1sc Ill 
29 Methylene Chloride 61\ Me thane,} A 

39\ Mrthane A 

JO Acetone 60\ C11mcne A IE 
-10\ Tsopror.tnol {two scpi'ra':r pro•;ess,e3) J\ A 

31 Methyl Chloride <)7\ M-,lhanol A 

31 Methane J\ ...... 
•r,ocesses assigned for study 

........ 

....,' ...., 

O') 
C) 



REACTION MODULES 

C 

s,_. Leet ion 
R;,11kinq 

No.----

SURVF.Y AND 

Chemical 

TABLE II 
(Continued) 

RANKING PROCESS STUil I~:,; 

19fl2 

' of Total 
Production -----·-·· rroces~ 

0... C C C... C 0 0 0 C:.. 0 C C•.-f •• 0 
C C ... C 0 O'-' C ••cc ... .. ...... 

C 0 ... ... 0 .... .. C C 0 00 ,.i.,
C O ... " C: cij .. '" N'-' C ...... 

C jj C C 0 ... 0 "' C ... ... 
0 ... ... C nS 0 00\l ... 0 ... ... 0"' .......... ~ " oc > C:.. ~ ~ 0 C ;J .. 0 ,: ,.. .. .. .. "' 

•• 0 .:ti. ... 
... 0 ... "' j~ .. .... ... ... .. ... l<.lf'i ....... 0 ... O\l C 0 ~ ... ~~[;C'-' "'"' UC Cu, 

0 nS r: ..... :,. 
N i;;,, ... ..... ~ .. .... .. ,... 0 0 

.. -;'.:;; "'u CC 
II CE C ..... 0 .,.. C 'lJ 1/) ~g u I>"' I~ g0 ... 0 ~ ~ ~ .c "tl 0 ... C,.. '-' ,.. ... 0 '° C l"J Q)).1

).J .... "> ...... .. " .s~ .. 
c .... ... ~ u,.. C'-' ... ~. C '"'"'0 ... u ... CE "O ... oc -on 

nS" Q.-• .... ~g 2~ 0 ... ~~ Q) 0 >:Ir. ox .8 
;, ,.. ~I~ .c: C 0 .. 0 .. O'-' 00 

"ti 0 ,, 0 OU ... 0 ~ O\lrtl .. Ill o,g ..... ... 0 ... ... " ...OE ........... ~~ ~~-~g ~~ "' ... ... -0 Q) ... Ill'-< rg :g "0 -0 u
X .C 1 !~ ~'j• C: -0 ~I> -g~ .. Q) ..... u >o .:! .. ~~X .C :, ., ...... ~:i:OU ~ 0. ~:i: Q) 

0 ~~ £~ .'!l~ ol> ..~u:i: :r.o. u,,: u..: 0 0. •~ lll :c :,: I<., c,: :c -~ r..111 
L. 

J2 Glyc:crol 711 F.pir.hlorchydrin A C I' 

1s, /1 llyl alcohol B I\ 

• 141 /lcrolcin IA C B 

]] 11rea 100\ N11/C0 
2 IA B 

J4 Acet;,ldchyde • 100, Ethylenl! l\ 

Ethanol oxidation IA 
J~ Tolucnr. Oiisocyanate JOO\ Dic1mjnotolucne 

I\ 

1fi Ethyl Chloride 96\ Ethylene II 
tll 
I 

41 F.thannl/f'thane II "'0 

l7 Cumene . 100\ Benzene II 

J[! Ch Iorobenze, ,e . 1001 HenzC'ne /I R 

)9 Hydrogen cyanide 50• l\nclr11~n,:-w process IA 

SO\ llcrylonitrile by-product IA 

10 Fluorocarbons 100\ CCI ,,/C/'.lfi Fluorin;,tion II 

41 Perchloroethylene 661 Ethylene dichloride II . 34\ HC C:hl0rinat.ion II B 

l\cetylene II 

42 Butadiene 80\ Ethylene co-product IA . 1 )t n-huta11c IA 

• 7\ n-hutencs IA 
1J llcrolein 100\ Propylene IA .... .... 

' •rrocesses assigned for study .... 
' .... .... 



TABI.8 II 
(Continued I 

SUllVEY AND RAHltI1tG PROCESS S'ruOIES 

Selt.?ction 
R,1uklng 

-~ Chemical 

H Ethanol 

•IS Chlorofom 

46 Ethanola111inea 

47 2-Ethyl He1tanol 

48 Vlnylldana Chlorldo 

49 Alkyl Leada 

~o Isopr-opanol 

51 Phthallc Anhydride 

52 H<lthyl Isobutyl ketone 

5) Pantaerythrltol 

54 Sac butanol 

55 BJ&phenol A 

56 Trichloroethyene 

~7 n-butyraldchydo 

58 dl/trl athylena 9lycol 

•rrnc••••• aaalgned for atudy 

1982 
I of Tot,'ll 
Producllon 

100\ 

61\ 

)9\ 

100\ 

100\ 

50\ 

50\ 

95\ 

5\ 

100\ 

10\ 

)0\ 

100, 

100\ 

100\ 

100\ 

• 91\ 

9\ 

100\ 

100\ 

Process 

Ethylene 

Methane 

Hethanol 

Ethylene odde 

Oxo·, 

1, 1, 1 Trichloroethane 

1, l, 2 Trichloroethane 

Ethyl chloride 

Electrolysis 

11 2so hydration of propylene4 
o-xyleno 

Napthalena 

H<!sltyl alcohol 

HCHO/Acctaldehyde 

Butylcncs 

Phenol acotone 

Ethylene 

AcetylP.ne 

OX() process 

Ethyleno glycol co-products 

REACTION HOOUL£S 

1--~ 

I" 

IA 
,. 

A 

A 

,. 
,. 

A 

B I.\ 

~ 

IA 
1, I< B 

A 

IE A 

,. 
,. IE 
,. II 

A 

B A ...... ...' ...' ... 

H 

http:AcetylP.ne


I J) 
(.,J 

REACTION HOOULES 

C 

Solc,ction 
1>;,nklng 

SURVEY AND 

TABLE JI 
(Continued) 

RAHUllG PROCESS S'nJDJES 

1982 
I of Total 

0... C C C 
0 0 r.~ 0 C C .. ~ 

C C " 0 .. C Cc, ..... .... ..o 
0 .. .. " ., 0 ...., .. C 00 .... .. .." .. CC 0 " 0 

,.. C., ...C I~ c~ 0 NU C H"1
0 0., C C .. 0 Ood .. 0 ... .. ., 0 ....... .,... ... ., 0" > , • 1-<,, " 

0 C 0 C ..... ., ., ..... ... .. :! C 
... ..,~., .. ~~ ., .. 0 

.. 0 !l .... ..... 5,~ j ,o C • u .,,,
C,.. u" H 0 ~~: ~ .. 0 ~ .... :.c .a .... 0 f; I,;~j .. 0 .... .. Q

0 ... ,.IS .. " g~ '>.~
C .. .. > uo 0 .. UC ~~ > .. 5 .. 0 le ,a"" H.... ;g~ .. .. ~ .. w .. .. ... ., ... • I-< u .. ..... "., 0 ... 0 ,:.... ~ g 0 • 0 u" gE gg.. ltl'TJ ,: C > .. CC 0 .. ] j ... ..~ ll > > ~~ ~~ ~lg .... .. 0.,,.. .. ,. .. '.il .. ~ ~ ~ I':;~ ~ ~ CC c~ I~ .. ~ : 'S i~ ob 

:, 0~I~ :, ., -g ~ ~ I~ > ... .....llu .::~ ~ I ~~ "~ 8:c :,: 0, <'1,.. ;:j:J Ii ~ ~~ "'" :C,t ... "' :i: ,: 
-~ - ,._ -

.. .,, :c z "'"' -
No. Chemical Production Process 

59 Epichlorohydrln . 1001 Allyl chloride chlorohydrlnatlon A 

60 Nonyl Phenol 1001 Phenol alkylatlon I.\ 

61 Ethyl acrylate 391 Direct esterlflcatlon A 

61' Acetylene A 

62 Ethylene dibroralde 1001 Bromination oC ethylene 
~ 

6] Acetylene 621 Natural 9a& J 

)01 Calcium cacbida (not in soope} 

e1 Ethylene co-product ' 
64 n-butanol eo1 OXO process " 

201 Acetaldehyde II ,. 
65 t-buty l alcohol 101 Propylene oxtdo by-product A 

30\ Isobutylenes 1, B 

66 Isoprena ))I Isoamylene extraction A 

671 c.•e (not in scope) 

67 Glycol ethara 971 Ethylene oxide A 

ll Propylene oxide 
A 

68 Jaophthallc acld 100, .,..xylene oxldntlnn " 
6') Ethyl acotato 100~ /lcet.lc acid A 

70 

•rrocaaaea 

Hethyl ethyl ketone 

aa• l9ned for • tudy 

751 

2~1 

Sc-c butanol 

DutQne oxidc1tion A 

I.\ .. 
t.. 
' 



REACTION MODULF.S 

C 

Sr.lr,ct.lon 
R,,nk ing 

No. 

SURVEY AND 

Chemical 

TMLE II 
(Continued) 
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0 C
•• 0... ~.. .... 
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0,: I> C 
... 0 .,, ..... ... .-4 f: .. " .. 0 
C ,u ., ,, 
0" '88.. ... 
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.. ti'.tic 

71 Ben:r.oic acld 100\ Toluene oxidation A 

n Adiplc acid 100, Cyclohexane lzi 

7) Ben:r.ene 28\ Hyrlrodealkylatlon of toluene A 

72\ Not in project scope 

74 Ethylene diamine 100\ EllC ammonolysis A 

75 Methyl amines 100\ Mr.thanol /Uffllonolysis A 

76 Isobutyl alcohol 100\ OXO process A 
b:I 

77 Phoogene 100, Carbon monoxide chlorination A I 
~ 

78 Diisodecyl phthalate 100\ Phthalic anhydride, isodecanol 1, B w 

79 Isobutyraldehyde 100, OXO proces!I A 

110 Methylene diphenyl 100\ Diphenyl methane diamine/phosgene A 

Ul Benzyl Chloride 100\ Toluene chlorination A 

ll2 Diethyl ether 100\ Eth11nol based IA 

IIJ Linear alkyl benzene • 100\ Ben:r.ene A 

(1,1 Ethyl aminea 100\ Ethanol ammonoly!li!I 1, 

RS Chloroacetic acid 100\ Acetic acid chlorination A 

R6 Linear alkyl sulfonates 100\ LAB sulfonatlon J B C 

117 Formic acid 98.5\ Butane oxidation A 

l.S\ Others A 

OR Methyl bromide 100\ Hydrobc-omlnation of methanol ' ......, 
...' .......,.., 
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r: -··.... u .-• t: u ... .. '-' t. C ., " jJ C: r. :; - r, :: ~ ..."' ... 0 ... ,... (Jr: 0 ·• 0 ,, ·u "' -:1 0 :: :: (J X 0 u ;:. 
- lJ 0 c: C: 0 ,:, (, .. (, u , .... C, ., 

·o o I, 0 "' ... >-0 ,. u , u ... 0 !J ... o.u :, .., ~, ~ v, 0 'J .. ,, -· C, .. [_ ,,Rank ...... U l, ... u c; (' ~ ~- u :, .r. C: ·c.; i: :, rJ ~ ., > 0 lJ ~- ...J u" ·Lo ·u .,,- r::, 0 ~: "0,., a,.., Q, 
Y..c; ✓ > fJJ >· "'r' ;, .:.,.. ('J 'J ;.. ... " ~u !J X :--: ...... r::,... ... ;1 1: :, 'l..: •• ... :., <II 
(J u I.(\, hi .C u l q ( r. ~ ou 

() :i': ~~ J:,; ll.U ,;;; r_, :,. -1: If)).; .·. ~. ".r <r <'Jr=,:No. Chemical Process 

89 Propylene glycols Propylene oxide hydration 1,1\ 

90 Ca,12rolactam Cyclohexanone A 

91 Dinitrotoluene Toluene dinitration ~ 
92 Fwnaric acid Maleic acid isornerization 1,1\ 

93 Diisoctyl phthalate Phthalic anhydride ~ 

94 Pro12ionic acid Oxo ,rrocess In 

LPG oxidation ~-
95 Acetone cyanohydrin Acetone/HCN 11\ 

96 Acrylamide 1\cry_lonitri le IA·-
97 Methyl st:rrene Cumene h:n~roduct IA 

OthP.rs 

98 Chloronitrobenzenes Chlorobenzen~ IA 
99 Carbon disulfide Th~cker pror,,,.sr;·-·- -- ·---------·-- --·--

100 Di,ehenx:l Toluene/BPnzene IJI 

101 n-butr:l acetate But,mol/acetic acid .A 

102 Benzophenone Benzone/carbon tetrachloride ~ B 

103 Benzr:l benzoate Benzaldehide B l\" 
Benz:il alcohol I\ 

http:pror,,,.sr
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C' IJ rl II) U C: C: r ,I CJ L f'I "J d,... I ~ :; ~; C ~ .::~ 
L" P1 11"1 ~ ,., ~ ·-• U C CJ >(J rJ (; ,t •·l Q () '.,- I I -1 ~, .f J :.... r. fl c. I ... . ' ~ 

.... ,: ,, t"I ,, _,(".,IT),,(} 4 () ·r, ,· ·: r: r..: (, -t t: ,, .i.J ;_: ::, ~, ~ . ~ '.· i. ~ ~ ,_, ~ 
\.• r.- ·•II r\ (1 '.- ,I 11 ;., (J l; '1 •• rl tJ ,, C'. .J ,... ·,, CJ 

rt; ~ 0 ,--4 ).1 r.l rJ ;; () t () ~I ·o ·:• o . r, X (J U > ,, L: / J~ ·~ t t. ~,~~ ~ ~~<1~~ 
·t) u \1 0 'l) \.1 :-- 0 'I > \i ,i :- ·r; ).1 O ~. () .Cl :l r; ·:1 ~ '.J '_; ,, 1, ·• ::, I-. ·• L \1 \ t:Rank .,: 1:·t; (: ._: :..i i, ·u ,1, ., > /) ~ •;. 1J ·•.. , . (J ., () ·:: ·• 0 

•• -11 '1 '"J ..-1 (1 X , ... , ~ .• •• :, '\) :, '). \, :- . f:\ ~rj }. t t~ V. }~ :~ ·,~ ~j -~ f ,~ ,'.~ :~·: r-, :.:: n.. uc,; U·( () < 1·1 : ... · !,, :../.I', ... l :1 .:. ~ •-<No. Chemical Process 
---·- ---------- - ··- - ..-HH-+--+-11-+-4--+-l-+H-+-H-++-+-+-+-H-++-+-iH-+-+-H-++-H-++-H 

104 Aminoe thy le thane l arni n~____f_~t_h___,_Y l c nc ~~-i de -----------------1r-1-----+--1--4~---1- +1\'-+-f---+-+-+-1-++--++-+-H++-H+-+-1'-i---+-+-f-+---l-
1--•-r---

l O 5 Chlorosulfuric acid (Chlorohenzene)---- ---------'-------·-------- -- - - A--------- --~ 
106 D_i_m_e=-=t=-h~y..:l:.:h..:.y~d.:.:.:::.r:....a_z_1:....·n'--e________D_imcthylam1·_n_e___________ 

. ,_,__ --~ ---_l_0_7____n_-d_im_e_thyl_~a~n~i~l~i~n~e______A_n_i_linc/!12_e_t_h__a_n_o_l_____ 
In. 

_ln_8___ --~H_e:..x:..:..:a:.:c:.:h..:.l=-co_r:....o:.:b=-=-e:....n_z_e:..n'--c_______H_exa~_h:lorocy_:?lohexan_e_.__________ --+-,-'--A~1-1--+--+--4---4~ 1-1-++---+~-+4-~1-1-4-+-1----1---l---~ 
_,_ Ol............ I109 Methyl acetate Acetic acid--~"----------------- ------- --- ------------------ i'J 

Vl 

110 n-propyl alcoho_l___ Propion aldet~y_d_c___________--+-+-~~=+-1---+-+--+-+-+-~~..:+-++-FB.+-4-+-1-+-+-1----1-~ 
...... 1--

111 _S_ac:..::l..:.i..:c"--"y~l:....1_·.::..c_a....:c:....i_·d_________So<l i. um _phcna te I ,..- E-~H--+-t-+---L-+-H-+--++-+-H--++-+-H-+-+Cj-+-YH-+--+~-+-H---+-1----1-i....i :,_ 
_}_1_2___ Dipheny lamin_e__________A_n_i_l i ne_____________________ --+--H-++---H-++-H-+--H-++...1++-H++-1-+-+-l----l-+:4-1----1--4----l-,A ,_,...__ 

11_3____A_c_e_t_o_,pe.....h_e_n_o_n_e_______ ___ S~E:_ne________________________ -~ IIJ 
- 1-- - -L-L-.. i -t-+--+--+-+-1--+-++--,f--+-r-+ ~1- _.._ ,- .~~ 

Ethy 1benzene______---------+I'+-1--+-+-1----+--++-!-+-+-11-t--B+-1H-+-+-+-+-+-+-+---f---+-+-+--++-+---+-1----+--11-1--~1----1--1 
ll4 Acetyl chloride Sodium acetat~------------'------------ -- ----
1._l_S____P_r_o_p:...;_ylene__________ Naptha/gas_ oil _______ 

··-- __ ---- --+-t-+--l'-171"+-lf-++---+--+-

__________________________N_a_t_u_r_u_l_g?.s/_l i_qu ~d_::i_ --- -------------11- 1--- -+111'>+++-Hr-t++--++-++++r+++-H-+++-H-+++--H-+++-~-i--~ 

_______________________R_e_f_inery by.J2.Eoduct _________~-½--~-1---+ .--1- +-HH--+-H+++-+-H--+-+-+-+--++---H+-H-++-+-+----l---+--il-l 
4 1 

116 Aniline Nitrobcnzene hydrogenation 
71--------------------------- ---·---------H-+'+-H-++-I--H+-HH++-l++H-++-t---1f-++.µH+.µH+......;W--1 

117 Furfnral 
Po 1y :'acehar i dE:~ hyd_~~l__,,yc....s_i_·s--------+-+-+1--++H-+-+-H-+-H...+l1\.>.Hl-++---i----l---l-+--<~+--l--l-+--+-l-+-+--·+-<Ll-- ,_,.._ 

118 Butyl amines Butyral<lehy<le hydrogenation ,-,, In A 
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r<:~0-~\,r:.1rJt:O c,i, 1,•,<' ···o>·uu:., •u•· ·,·0•~( L1t,~.:.;e,;: c, 

Rank f·,t:ft,~_~,\~;! k~ k\ft:;I:~iJ.;~:;I,l:~.::t)} l;)?t-;::·~
No. Chemical ______?ro_E~_s .''...__ --------- ----HH-t-+-+-+-te-t-++-+-H-++-+-+++-+-H-+--t-+-H-+-t--t-H-+-t-+-H+-i 

119 Allyl alcohol A~-~h..!_o ride h y_d_r_o_l~y'--s_i_s_____--++---t--t--+-+--+-+-+-t--++-H---+-1--++-i-+--+-1-+-+-+--+--+ 

___ PropylenP glycol oehydration A 
t-t- --

______ Pro!,v Je n<c> oxide isomer i z at ion _ -----+-HH--++-~H-+++-H--++~-++-+--H--+++-l---4--+++-1----1--+-++--l--l-- ll 
120 Pyr id ine/picol ine ____ F0rmil1<lehy,1e/acetaldchydP. ___ 1A--+-+-+4-+-+--1----1"+4-1--+-+-+-11-l--1-1-4--+--1----1-

121 Cyc lohexy l arnin_e________A_n_i_·1 in~---------------_____ ----+-+--Hi-+--+--+-+---i--+~+--H b:l·- I 

Ill___________ Cyc lohexanone _________ ------H-++-+-r-t-++H-t--+-H-++-H--++-H-+-+·H-+-+--H-+-++-i--++-1----1~,; 
122 Cresyl i c a_c_1-_·d_s________ -~_h_e_n_o~_m_e_t_h_a_n_o_l_________ IA 

Toluene sulfonation IF--------------------- --- · - --- ---------- ---+-+++-H--+++~---,H-++-t-i--++t-i--+-+++-'H-+++-H-'4---+" 
___ Cymcne oxidati_o_n !/_____________+-4---++--+-iH-++-H-++--H-++H-+-HH++-H-++-H-++-H-+-+-~ 

_________________Natural coal tar____________-HH+-t-H-t--+--HH-++-c~++H-++--H-t-+-+-iH+-+-t--++--~-H-+++I 

_1_2_3____C_r_o_t_o_n_a_l_d_e_l~1y~d_e________A_l_d_o__ process 
I 

Ii: 

124 _I~-ly._d_r_oq~u'---i_n__o_n_e__________ /\ce ton~cop r_o_d_u_c_t____________-+'·+--tt-t-+--H-++-'H-t-H-+--H-+-+-t-+-+"''t-1--+-+-H-+-+-if-+-+-+--+++--H11 

125 Isodecanol ~----------- _________ Oxo _p races s________·-·-------++-¥t--+-++-+---1H-.JC4---+1-+-++H--+-+-+-H--+-++-H--+-++-H 

IAn-para ff in OX ida t i On _ --- ----H-++-H---+-+-+-H-+-HH-+-Hl-++-H-+-+-+-H++-H++-H-+--+ -I--~ 

---'1~2_6____I_s_o_o_c_t~y_l_a_l_c_o_h_o_l_______o_x_o_proccss p 

127 Cellulose acetate Cellulose esterification A IP. --------------------------- ------------++-+-H~-+-+--i--,H-+++-H'4-I--H-++-I--H--+++-H--+-+-+-H--+++-l-----l 
128 Isopropyl acetate _____I_s_o~propanol ~ 

....c:1_2_9______:C~y~c_l_o~o_c_t_a_d_i_e_n_e_________B_u_t~adiene IA ._....... ....._,._ 
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_1_3_0____D_i_·nitrophenol 
_______......_+-+-+-+--1-41-+-+-+-1~-4--<l-l-4C-Al--++-H-+-+-H--+--H-~-+-+--l-l--l-~-+-+--l--1 

131 ____ Dichlorophenol____________P_!1_c_n_o) ~h_l_o_r_1_·.n,~tj_o_n______ l\ 

__!_33___ --~_!y l acr..,_y_l_a_t_e_____ __ _ Ac ry l _i c ac i<l ____________ ---t++Hll\"t--+-H+f--1f--+-+-H+H+f--1~++-H-++l--++-1-l--+--l--l--1--I-~ 

133 Propy 1 am_i...cnc:.e_s___________n_-_.1_ir_op~,.~~l____ -----------------i-t--t--t--,H-+·-ll/\'-++-H--• ·+--t-• -+-HH--+-+-H-++H-+'ll\+-+-,H-+--l-1-+-4-4._ 

n-1)ropy l ch l_o_r_1_·d__e___________--ji-+-+-He-+-+--1t11>+-·-H--+-He-4-+-l-l---l-+-4-1-4-~--l-+-ll--l,-

134 Dodecene ____________ ~one_ne coprod uct 

135 Nitro aniline NitrochlorobenzenP. In 
------ --------- --~.-1~-l-.... +-++-t--t-H++-t-+-i+++-t-Hr-+-++++-+uiH-++++-1--l--+-~ 

136 Ni trophe1_1o_l________ ___JJ_h_e_n_o_l_n_i_t_._r a t_i...co:....:n__________ -------+-+--1-+-+--+-+-1-+-1--+-l"Pa+-,,~-+--l--4H--~+-1-+--+-+-1-+--1-- __h 
137 Ethylene glycol MEE Acetate Ethox~thanol 

138 Butyric acid--=:....:..-----=--'--'------------------- Buty r aldehy?_e_______---------i'-'1\HY-+-,H-+-H-+-+-+-+-+--+-++++H-+-+-+-++-f-+-+-H--l-+---1-1--1-1~ 

_____B_u_t_ane oxidation 1\ 

139 Toluene sulfonic acid Toluene 
-~f-

_1_4_0_____B_e_n_z_o~y~l__c_h_l_o_r_i_d_e_________B_P. nZo i c acid ____________-+-+--+-~~~-+-1-+--+-~r-+---+--+-1-+-+-+--<H--+-+---+---1--+--<~+-~r-+-r++ 

---------.-.l......L.J.....J....LJ,_1-...JL.....J.-'-J....L.J-.'-'-l--L-'-'--'-'-'-~-'-.!.....L..Jc_!.-.:..~.!...~.--..!. -
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TABLE Ill 

Process Modules * 

0, 
0, C:....C: ... C: .... 0,
.c: 0 ... C:., ., ...."' p w ·o w0 "' r. VI C: t.J• ..___... C: ~ r:: 0 w r,, C:,, "' C: 
O• .... " ., 0, .... r:: 0 O' 

n1 " C: .3 ... C: .... .... C: ,: "' C:.... .., .... ..___ .., ... .... 0"' V,".. .0 u "' M 0, r:: t.J• .c: )( .... .. 0 ...."' C w C: "' "' u .., 
0 ~ ,,"' o, 1/1 .... ., .... " ..," C: "' ::," .... >, X "'0. w C:.... "' " u X >"' i:' V .... Qi ... ::, 0 .... 

No. Product Process Cl ;). Ul 
" ..., 

"' u " 0 (/J 
" 

T. V, ·~ ()I .... C> 

1. Acrylonitrile ~- S0HIO l\rnox1ll.t~ion l 

2. E:lhylenc di<.-hloride EthylPn~ ~xy ·hl~rin1tinn 3 
-- '--t----+--+--+---+---l----+---1---4- ---

3. Dimcthyltcrephthalale 2 " 2 

4. Vinyl chloride EthyJr,11e dichlorLle dehydrochlorination 

~- E:lhylene oxide 
--·---- --+---4---+--4----+----<~-4----'- -~-- -

6. Clhyl benLenc 'i 
----~-

·1. Sty«,ne Etby l b1~nze11f' <l,~hydroqcnation (, 
tl:l 
I

!I. Mak ic dnhyJr ide l l..___. N 

'). PropylPne oxide Pr(,plyPne chln1uhy-lrin j 
OJ 

JO. Vinyl acP.tatt! 2--9-1 
L-----'--· - - --·1--- - --t-----i--~--+----i---1---1--- ----

111. Methyl methacrylale ftc~tone hyrlr0ly~nation I l4 
-----.- ---- ·--·--- ~ -1-·---l-----+---~---l---4---4---1-----

u. Formaldchyd<' '.iit·Jer :.,talp:t hiqh m,•thanol 1 I : , 1 2 
'----H-~1-i·-- - -----, --~--1_.,__ t---+---+--+---+--1---

[ 1, Ethylene 

14. 1, l buta,J iene 
1~-~-- -- - -2 --·1-----+---f--t---if---+---+---:-+--

15. Aery Ji c ac i,1/es te rs Propylene oxida~ion 

1(,. Cyclohexane Penzen~ hydroqcnation 

17. ButtlnC' uxic!..ltLOll 
--- ---- --t---,l----'----+---1---~ 

I'l. Methanol l --- --1----+---I 
)9. 1.1 ,1 trichloroethane Vinvlide•1c chlnridP ct1lr,r1n;1tir,n 

-t--+---l---l---l---t---1------~ ----+--+----! 
211. rrichloroethylene E:DC dchydrochlor1n-itio11 l 

:?l. Methylene chloride ~1.~thyl chlor irh~ ~:hlc,riJ>at ion 2 

22. Carbon tetrachloride Methane ch]or i nat i~>n 4 3 -~---
2 3. PhPnol Cumenc <) 

24. Acetone Cumenc ,.._ --~...J...__.1,___:__1.__L__ _1.___1.___1.__ ~--...J...__..,___.___.__ __,___ 

*Number indicates the number of units associated with 
the proce~s. 
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Glycerol 
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Ethylene oxide hydration 
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TABLE III 
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Process Modules 
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Rank 
No. Chemical Process 
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---

Terephthalic acid Eastman 2 1 2 2 3 1 

- --
Mobil --

-
Amoco 1 1 4 3 -

45---- Acetic anhydride Acetic acid --·----· 4 1 I 

46 

47 

Allyl chloride 

Vinyl acetate 

Propy_l_ene 

Ethyl~_!l_e_ vapo_r ___ 

Ethylene liquid 

3 

8 

2 

2 

1 1 

3 1 
l);1 
I 

w 
0 

Acetylene --- 3 

48 UREA Ammonia/carbondioxide -- 2 1 1 1 

119 Cumene Benzene alkylati~~- 2 

50 Caprolactam Cyclohexanone 2 1 1 

'.)l Hydrogen cyanide l\ndrussow process 2 3 

-
Acrylonitrile byproduct 

,- ,
JLo Fluorocarbons - CCL4/Cll3CL3 Fluorination 3 1 1 3 1 

53 ----- Ethanol Ethylene 4 l 3 2 

54 Ethanolamines Ethylene oxide ---- 4 1 

55 Vinylidene chloride 1,1,l 'l'richloro8thane 

1,1,2 'l'richloroethane -
56 Iso.12ro_eanol Propylene/H...,S0,1 2 l 1 1 

57 Perchloroethylene Ethylene dichloride 4 1 2 3 
. -

Metha.nn ------ ~:hlorination 3 -
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58 Sec-butanol Butylenes 2 2 1 
·-

59 Phthalic anhydride a-xylene__ 3 1 1 

t!apthalcne__ 2 1 1 1 

60 Pentaerythritol IICHO/Ace. t_a ldehyde l 1 1 1 
--

61 

62 

63 

Bisphenol A 

n-butyraldehydc 

Epichlorohydrin 

Phenol/ac0.tone 

Oxo p_!ocess 

Allyl chloride 
-- -----

1 

6 

2 

2 1 

l 

1 1 
-- tXl 

I 
w ...... 

64 Di/tri.ethylene glycols ethylene glycol_ 2 

65 Dinitrotoluene Toluene dini.tration 
-· 

l l 1 1 

66 Nonyl phenol Phenol alky_l_ation 2 1 

67 Fumaric acid Maleic acid isomer 2 1 1 

68 Diisooctyl phthalate Phthalic anhydride 2 1 1 

69 Ethylene dibromide Ethy_l_ene bromination ------- 2 2 

70 n-butanol Oxo procc_ss 
·--

G 1 -
Ac?,taldehyrle 

-· 
2 7. 1 1 

71 Tert-butanol Propylene oxide. 

Isob1:1tY~Ene~- 7. 1 

72 Pro,ex:lene glxcols ___ Propylene oxide 2 2 

73 Glycol ethers Ethyl_c__.!_l_e oxide 4 

74 IsoErene Isoamylene extraction 2 1 

CH4 Hydrocarbons 

.. '• ' 
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TABLE III 
(Continued) 

Rank 
No. Chemical Process 

'· Isophthal icc:..__a:.c..::.c_i_d_________ m-xy lenc m_<_ ~d_a_'=._i_o_n___________ 

-...J 
w 

Process Modules 
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~• 
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0 

'--l~f----+..:l--1f----+-+-+---1--+--+-l::::....+.-=l--11---1---+----

76 Ethyl acetate 

77 Propionic acid----~ 

Acc tic acid 3 2 1 -------- -- -- ----------·-----+-+---l---+--+---1----1---+-+---1--=~---+--+--l---4 

_______ Oxo pro ces i'--------------·---+---t---+--+--f----l---+-+--f----l---+-+---1----1---1 

LPG oxjdc1tion
----------- - - --------------- -----+--+·--+-+--+--+--+---+--+--+--+---+--+--+---! 

78 Acetone ~yanohydrin l\cetone/l!Ctl 2 2 1 ---- -· --- -------------+----+--+--+--+-+---+--+--+--+--~-+--+--+---I 
0:, _ __:____..::....::....________________ - - 5 l 3 1 1 17'3 Benzoic acid Tol•1ene ox i,..1a.t.ion I -- ---------1-~f--- w 
N

80 Methyl ethyl ketone Scc-butanol_..:_:.._____:.c..::....:.._-'--"'.:__:__--"-.---'---------------- - ---------+-2-+--+-.::Cl--l_ --+--+---t--+--+--+--2-----i--+----+---- __ 

R_.,_.1_tano_l _ _:)Xid-'l tion 3 2 

81 l\dip1c aci_d________________CycJ_o_h_Ec_'x_a_n_e__________________+-l-+---+--+--+--+-l-+-l-+_l_+-l-+--l---+---11----+-~ 

Phenol l 1 1 1 1 
----------------- - --+--+---'--+--+---l---+..::C--+--+---l-=---+--+---1----1---+----

_8_2___B_e_n ze..:n_e-'--________________T_o_l_,_lP_-.n_e__ -'1x<_:!_rodealky lat ion 3 1 1c 

________________________ Not__i_n_ Sco-=p~c_________________+--+-+-+---1--+-+-+---1----+--+--+--+--+-

~--Ac_r~y_l_a_m_i_d_e__________________ ____________ -+--+--+--1----t--l__,_-1---t--t----+-l-t---+-1__,_Ac_ry l oni tr i_l_c 

s,.:..l____:_M..:e_t_h___,y,_l_s_t..,_y_r_e_n_e'--------

85 Ethylene diamine 

86 Diphenyl methane diisocyanate 

87 Phosgene 

88 Methylamines 

89 Isobutanol 

C: wn°? ne byprod u_c_t_____________2-+--+--+---,r---+--+--+---,r---+--+---+---t--+----1 

Others
------------------+---+--1-----l--4---+--1-----l--4---+--i----+-~--

EDC ammon_9lysis 3
----------------+--+--+---l--+--+--+---+--+-+---1----1--+--+---I 

Diamide/phosgcn_c___________--1~2-+--+-+--1----+--+--1----+--+-l=-1----+-+--1----1 

CO/Cl') 2 

Methanol ammonolysis 6 1 1 

Oxo process 6 1 
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TABLE III 
Process Modules(Continued) 

Rank 
No. Chemical 

__9_Q_____Di isodecy1 ph th aL:1 te_______T~l_L_1e_~n_e___ 
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- -------------t---lf--t--f--+-i---+-f--+-+---l----+----1----+-~ 
-------------------+-?._.--+--+.:l::......j1---...+---+-~1-----+---+----l~l-+-..J-----'~ -t--

_?_l____I_s__o_b_u_t~y_r_a_l_d_e_h~y~d_c_.___________o__xo p roc:ess 6 l------------+---+-+-t---11----+-+-+---,l-----+-=-+-+-~f--+--l 
92 Benzy1 ch_l_o_1_-.1_·d_e______________ _!__o_Iy~nc ch J.o_r_i_n_c1_t_i_o_n_________}---t--+--+--t---+--+--+--t-l-+-+-+--½-----+---4 

9J Chloroni_trol.Jenzenes Cii l •)robenz1!nc 
- -4 -

l 2 
.,_ ----+-- -+--t---+--+--+--1-----t---+--+--l-----l 

Diethyl etht~r ----- Ethanol------------------· 
') 1

--+-+--1---+---+---+---11---+--+--+--..;I-- -· +-----+---+---

_-J:__'.)____E_'_t_h_,y_l_a_m_i_n_c_s________________F._.t_h ano l il!TlI'lo_ri__')_l_y,_s_i_s_____________ _4-~---+--+-- +--+--+--t---+--+---+--+-----t--+--
1

tt! 
I 

w 
% Carbon disulfide M~~ thane/s ul [ur 

------------------------------
3 2 

-- ---+-+----l--+---t----t--+-+--+----+--+---• --+---+--1 
w 

97 Chloroacclic acid Ar.et-. i.c acid 
-- ------------------ 1 1 l 

<JS Formi<.: ncid l.lutarn'! oxdation 2 1 
------ - ----- ---+----ll----4---4----1---+--+--+--+----+--+- -----4--+--+--1 

_____ O_t_l_i.__, _r_s_____________________ ---11-2-+----1---+--+--+----l--+-+---l--=l~--+--c---,- _ 

_ 9_'J____B_.1J·p~l_1_e__n~y_l_________________T_oluene/ben~_e_n_e____________ 

LOO n-butyl acetate Butanol/acetic acid 

101 ____ Methyl bromi_de ___________t-_1e_thanol hydrobromination 

l_O_:...._>___B__e_nz_o phe n?_n_e_____________B_e_n_zene/CC l 4 

_l_0_3____B_e~y~z_,_y_l_b_e_n_z_o_a_t_e_.___________B_e_n__zal<lehyd0. 

________________________B_e_n___,zyl alcoho_L_______________ 

104 Amino ethyl ethanolamine Ethylene oxi<le 

105 Chlorosulfonic aci<l Chlorobenzene 

3 1 l 

2 1 1-f----t--+--+--t---+--+-+=:__i-=--4--l----1---+- -- -

1 1 1 

2 l 1 
----• ---I- -+---+--'1'"--i---+---+--+--+----+----+---1-----4 

~--+-+---,f---+--+--+-----,f---+--+-+--1----4----+---1 

5 1 1 

--------------,------------- -------------+---t--+-+-+----t--+-+-+----4--+--t--+----+--l 
106 Dimethyl hydrazine Dimethyl c1minc-----------1---+-½--+-½--+-t--+-+--+--l-----l---l-----4-
l O 7 n-n dimethyl aniline Aniline/methanol-----------~--------------------'-----------------1--+-+-+----4--+-+-~--4--+--+--+----+-+-
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Tl\BLE III 
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No. Chemical Process 
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114 Acetyl chloride Sodium acetate --

us -- Propylene Naptha/gas oil 8 1 1 1 ---
Natural gas/liquids 8 1 1 1 

Refinery byproduct 

116 Aniline Ni trobenzene hydrogenat.ion 2 1 1 
--·-

117 -- -
Furfural Polysa_cchrides hydrolvsi.s 3 1 l l 

1]8 Butylamines Butyraldehyde - 4 

119 Allyl alcohol Allyl chloride hydrol:tsis 

Propylene glycol dehydration 

Propylene oxide 

120 Pyridine/Eicoline HS:HO/Acetaldehyde 

121 Cyclohexylamine Aniline 
--- -

Cyclohexanone 
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Rank 
No. Chemical 

122 Cresylic acids 

-----·-

123 Crotonaldehyde 

124 Hydro~uinone 

125 Isodecanol -

126 Cellulose acetate 
-
127 Iso,eroeyl acetate 

128 Cyclooctadiene 

129 Dinitrophenol 

130 Dichlorophenol ·-
131 Butyl acrylate 

132 Propyl amines 

133 oodecene 

134 Nitroaniline 

135 Nitro2henol 

136 Ethylene glycol MEE acetate 

TABLE III 
(Continued) 

Process 

Phenol/methanol 

Toluene sulf 

CumP.ne oxidation 

Natural coal tar 

Aldo process 

Acetone coproduct 

Oxo process 

n-paraffin oxidation 

Esterification 
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Phenol chlorination 

Acrylic acid 
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Rank 
No. 

1 37 

1 38 

_1 3'J 

140 

Chemical .. 
Butyric acid 

Toluene sulfonic acid 

Benzoyl chloride 

Isooctyl alcohol 

'T'ABLE III 
(Continued) 
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TABLE IV 

Selection 
Eanking 
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EMISSTf\N CONTflOI. MD!ll'J..F.S 

Proc0.s~ 
. -----------
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X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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I 

w 
--.I 

1. F.lhyle,., oxide i\ir Ox1Jatjon/Ethyl,•n" X X X X 

o Oxidation/EthylPnl'
2 X X X X 

4. Vinyl Chloride ~~hylen~ Dichloride 
/\c:elylcnc 

X X X X 

s. F.Lhylene II C Cracking X X X X X 

l,. 

7. 

F.thy l Renzene 

Dimethyl Tcrephth.alate 

n,,nzene lllkyL1tion
Mixed Xylen,:s 

ilercule·3 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

l)upont X X X X X 

,\moc0 vi a. TP!\. X X X X X 

Eastman via TPI\ X X X X X 

8. Maleic Anhydride !Jcnzi,nc Oxidnlion X X X X X X 

Rutane Oxidation 



------- ---------- ---- --

Selection 
Ranking 

No. 

'l. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

lJ. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

EMISSION CONTROL 

Chemical 

Propylene Oxide 

Methyl Methacrylate 

Form.i ldehyde 

N1trobcnzcne/Anil1ne 

Acrylic Acid 

Phenol 

eye lohexanol/Cyc lolu,xanone 

Methyl Alcohol (Methanol) 

TABLE IV 
(continued) 

MODULES 

Chlorohy<lrin 

P12roxicialion 

Ar:etonc Cy,tnohydr in 

Silver Catalyst 
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Phenol 
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TABLE IV 
(Continued) 
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e r. ... 
n 

Selection 
Ranking 

No. 

EMISSION CONTROi, ,'lODIJLES 

______Cc_h_e_m_1_·c_a_l _____ ______ProcP~H> ________ 
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17. l , l, l Tri ch loroetharn, Vinyl Chloride X X X 

Vinyl icl<,ni, Chloricle 

lil. Ethylene Glycol Ethylene Oxide X X ) 

19. Acetic Acid Acetaldehycl<:> 

Hutane Ox id,1t ion X X X 

MPt.h,mo I /CO 

Others 

20. Terephthalic Acid Mobil 

Eastman 

Amoco 

21. Styrr,ne F.thylbenzene X X X 

22. Ch loroprene 13utadiene X X X X 

23. Acetic Anhydride Acet.ic: l\c:icl 

24. Allyl Chloride Propyleni, X X X X 

25. Vinyl Acetate Ethylene Vapor Ix X 

ElhylenP Liquid 

Acetylene 

26. Adiponitrile/HMDA Duladicne X X X X 

Adipic Acid 

Ac.:rylonit.rile 

co 
0 
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Selec,tion 
Rankiny 

No. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

TABLE IV 
(Continued) 

EMISSION CONTROi, MOIJUl.ES~. 
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X 
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01 
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.c,. 
0 

Chemical 

Carbon Tetrachloride 

Glycerol 

llcetone 

Urea 

Toluene Di isocyanate 

Propylen<' Glycols 

l\cetaldchydc 

Ethyl Chloride 

Methylene Chloride 

Butadiene 

Process 

1:arbon Uisul fidP 

Chloro Paraffins 

M,,thane 

Epi r.h lorohydd n 

l\llyl Alcohol 

l\crolein 

l snpropcmo l 

NH/CO 

Diamino Tolur.nc 

l'ropylenc Oxide 

Ethylene 

Ethanol 

Ethyl<'n<> 

Ethanol /Eth cm" 

M<>lhan<> 

Methanol 

~thylcne Coproduct 

n-butan" 

n-hut.enes 
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TABLE IV 

(Continued) 
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Selection 
R,rnking 

No. 

EMISSION CON1ROL MODt.:Lf:S 
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42. Fluorocarhons cc1 ;c c1 Fluoro.4 2 0 Ix Ix l 

4). llcrolcin Propylene Oxidat.ion Ix 
44. f.lhy l II lcoho l Ethylene Ix l ) 

45. Ethanol /\mines Ethyleni, Oxirle l 

46. Vinylidene Chlm ide l ,1,1 Trichloro Ethane IX 

I, 1., l Tri ch loro Ethane 

47. Alkyl Lr.ads Ethyl Chlorirle Ix l 

Electrolysis 

48. Isopropanol Propylern,/!1 so
2 4 X )( ) ~ 

49. Methyl Isobutyl Ketone Mesilyl lllcohol )( X X ) ~ 

50. Perchloroethylene Ethylene Dichloride X X X 
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Selection 
Rank in<J 

No. 
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EMISSION CONTROL. 

Chemicc1l 

~cc-butnnol 

Phthalic Anhydride 

Pentaerythritol 

£lisphenol A 

n-£lulyraldehyde 

Cyclohcxanc 

Epichlorohydrin 

di/Triethylene Glycols 

Dinitro Toluene 

Nonyl Phenol 
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2-Ethyl llexanol 

F.thyl Acrylate 

Trichloroethylene 

Methyl Chloride 

TABLE IV 
(Continued) 

MODU!.E:. 

Process 

Hutylenes 

o-xylene 

Napt.halene 

IICHO/Acetaldehyde 

Phpnol/llcctone 

Oxo Process 
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Sr,lPction 
R,rnk ing 

rio. 

66. 

67. 

(,8. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

EMISSION CONTROL 

Chemicdl_____ 

Diisooctyl Phthalate 

lc:t.hylene Oit,romidr. 

Acetylene 

n-Butanol 

t-flutanol 

Glycol Ethi,r,; 

Isoprene 

Isopthalic Acid 

Ethyl Acetatr 

Propionic Acid 

Acetone Cyanohydrin 

Benzoic Acid 

TARLE JV 
(Continued) 

MOrnJI.ES 

______ Process_ 

l'h tha I 1 c /\nhyclr id,, 
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TABLE IV 

(Continued) 
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~ I ... 

Sr.lt~ction 
R,rnking 

No. 

EMISSION 

_____...:C:ch:..:e:::mica l______ 
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MODlJLES 
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7'l. Methyl Ethyl Ket.one Spc-butanol X > X X !X 

Uutane Oxidation 

79. l\dipic Acid Cyclohi>xane X X X > X X 

Ph.,nol 

80. f\enzene Tohwne Jlydrode Alkyliltion X X X X 

Not in Project Scope 

81. Acryl;:i:nide Acrylnnitrile 

82. a-Methyl Styrene Cumens Pro<iuct X X X 

Others 

83. Ethylene Diamin" EDC Ammonolysis X X 

84. Methylen" Uiisocyanate Di.'.lmiclr,/Phosgcn-, X X X 

85. Pho,;gene CO/Cl 
2 

X X X 

86- Methyl Amines MPthanol /\mmonoly,:;is X X X X 

87. lsobutanol Oxo ProcPr.s X X X 

AH. Diiso<lecyl Phthalate P.1\./lsodccanol X 
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A. INITIAL EMISSIONS ESTIMATE 

Basis: Survey and Ranking Studies 

SOeMI production= 200,000 MM lb (1976) 

6% growth= 283,700 MM lb (1982) 

140 products address 205,438 MM lb of production (1982) 72.6% 

1,584 MM lb of emissions (1982) 

283,700-205,438 = 78,262 MM lb of production not covered by survey and 

ranking studies. 

An estimated emission factor for the unranked chemicals was obtained by using 

the weighted average for the last 25 chemicals ranked on Fig. II-1 (0.0025 lb 

of voe emissions/lb of production): 

78,262 X 0.0025 = 195 MM lb of voe emissions from unranked chemicals 

1,584 + 195 = 1779 MM lb of voe emissions for soeMI in 1982, 

based on the initial survey and ranking studies. 

B. REVISED EMISSIONS ESTIMATE 

From Table II-1 the estimated emissions for the products studied are reduced 

from 1374 MM lb to 733 M!1 lb, a reduction of 47%. From all indications it ap

pears to be a logical assumption that process emissions would be reduced by a 

similar amount for the remainder of the industry. However, as discussed in the 

Fugitive Emissions report of Volume III, fugitive emissions are more a function 

of equipment count than of production volume. This indi~ates that the initial 

voe emission estimate shown above underestimated fugitive emissions for the 

large number of plants not studied. 

By analysis of Tables II-1 and e-1 it can be seen that the first four products 

account for more than half of the voe production addressed by all full-report 

studies. They are considered to be atypical of the great majority of produc

tion sites and were not used to determine emission factors for the remainder of 

the industry. The voe emission-to-production-volume ratios for all the remain

ing full-study reports were used as the basis for projecting the voe emission 
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Table C-1. voe Emission Estimates by Point Source for 1982 

voe Emissions (MM lb) 

Storage and 
Product Process Fugitive Handling Secondary Total 

Acrylonitrile 130.9 1.5 1.5 11. 6 145.50 

DMT/TPA 93.3 4.0 2.0 Neg 99.38 

Ethylene dichloride 87.7 0.5 0.9 1.8 90. 92 

Ethylene 32.3 33.0 7.3 0.7 73.31 

Formaldehyde 19.7 6.9 0.8 Neg 27.42 

Cyclohexanol/cyclohexonone 24.7 1. 3 0.3 0.3 26.52 

Acrylic acid 4.6 7.3 2.5 8.1 22.48 

Ethylene oxide 19.9 1. 3 0.2 Neg 21.39 

Maleic anhydride 9.1 4.4 2.6 0.3 16.46 

Ethylbenzene/styrene 7.6 0.9 6.5 0.8 15.75 

Ethylene glycol 14.0 0.8 0.1 0.6 15.59 

Phenol/acetone 3.1 5.1 1.4 0.1 9.68 

Methanol 0.6 3.2 4.4, 0.1 8.31 

Cyclohexane Neg 0.9 3.4 0.1 4.40 

Chlorornethane-methanol 0.8 1.0 2.3 0.1 4.17 

Alkylbenzene 1. 3 0.6 1.0 0.3 3.17 

Chlorobenzene 1.6 0.8 0.2 0.1 2.70 

Chloromethane-rnethane 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.1 2.37 

Nitrobenzene 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.2 1.67 

Carbon tetrachloride 0.1 0.8 0.3 Neg 1.21 

Cumene Neg 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.98 

1,1,1-Trichloroethane Neg 0.3 0.2 Neg 0.48 

Adipic acid 0.1 0.1 Neg Neg 0.18 
a

Full-study ~ 453 75.7 40.1 25.4 594 
(76.2%) (14.0%) (6.7%) (4. 3%) 

Starting with formal 108.6 37.7 27.4 11. 3 185 
dehydeb 

(58.7%) (20. 4\) (14. 8%) (6.1%) 

a
Full-study reports addressed a total annual production of 113,588 MM lb. 

bAll full-study reports (except the first four) starting with formaldehyde address a 
total annual production of 55,762 MM lb. 
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estimate for all SOCMI products not covered by a full-study report. Since the 

ratio of equipment components to production volume increases so dramatically in 

the many smaller volume plants not studied and since fugitive emissions are 

more a function of equipment count than of production volume, no fugitive 

emission factor was developed for processes not covered by study reports. 

The emission projection factors derived from Table C-1 are as follows: 

109Process Emissions = 0.002 lb of VOC/lb of production55,762 

27.4Storage and handling = 0.0005 lb of VOC/lb of production55,762 

11.3Secondary = 0.0002 lb of VOC/lb of production55,762 

The abbreviated product studies represent 22,425 Ml't lb of production projected 

to 1982. Based on the above factors to project the 1982 emission estimates for 

the abbreviated studies and the 147,627 MM lb of production not c~vered by full

study reports, the total estimated voe emissions for 1982 are as follows: 

Amount (1'll1 lb} 

Storage and 
Process Fugitive Handling Secondar::c: Total 

Full report studies 453 76 40 25 594 

Abbreviated-report studies 45 29 11 4 89 

Not studied 294 355 73 29 751 

792 460 124 58 1434 

(55%) (32%) (9%) (4%) 
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